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Chapter 2
An Improved Synchronization Scheme
for OFDMA Systems
with Initial Ranging Transmissions
At the initial ranging process, it is crucial to estimate multi-user’s multiple parameters such as
ranging code, timing and frequency offset and to identify these multiple parameters for each user. This
chapter presents an improved parameter estimation and pairing algorithm for initial ranging process
in OFDMA uplink systems by exploiting multidimensional harmonic retrieval (HR) technique. Unlike
most existing techniques that estimate each parameters independently and associate the ranging codes
with the estimated parameters manually, the proposed method estimates multiple user’s ranging code,
timing and frequency offset simultaneously, and pair up all the multiple parameters automatically.
The simulation results confirm that the proposed technique not only improves the ranging code detec-
tion capability and adjusts the acquisition range of the estimators, but also increases the maximum
number of resolvable users for a given samples.
2.1 Introduction
In general OFDMA uplink systems, to maintain the orthogonality among multiple users, the signals
from all active users should arrive at the base station (BS) synchronously [3] [4].
Recently, some initial ranging algorithms are introduced to detect multi-user’s ranging code as well
as to estimate the timing and frequency offsets [4] [5] [6]. However, the most important task for initial
ranging process beyond the accurate code detection and offset estimation is the pairing between the
detected codes and the estimated offsets. It is mainly because multiple RSSs can be only distinguished
by the group of ranging codes at the BS which each RSS transmitted. Since the BS should give a
feedback (containing the successful code detection, timing and frequency offset adjustment) to each
RSS, the parameter pairing should be required.
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In order to bind the detected ranging codes with the estimated timing or frequency offsets, almost
existing works either sacrifices the estimation performance by inserting the code sequence in the
estimated parameters [6] or performs exhaustive full search by correlating all sets of ranging codes
and offsets at the BS [4] [5].
In this chapter, we propose an improved ranging technique using harmonic retrieval (HR) used
for multidimensional frequency estimation. By exploiting HR technique for initial ranging process,
all the detected ranging codes, the estimated timing offsets and frequency offsets of multiple users
can be automatically paired, and no extra ranging code and offset association process is required. In
addition, the HR technique enables the BS to increase the maximum number of resolvable users the
BS can distinguish.
2.2 System Model
Let us consider an OFDMA uplink system employing N subcarriers. Among the whole subcarriers,
virtual subcarriers are placed at both edges of the spectrum to prevent the spectrum aliasing. Except
the virtual subcarriers, the useful subcarriers are grouped by multiple subchannels, and these sub-
channels are assigned to multiple users (subscribers) for transmission. Typically, each subchannel is
divided into Q subbands composed of a set of V adjacent subcarriers [7] [5] [6]. When one transmission
block consists of M consecutive OFDMA symbols, let us define a bunch of consecutive V subcarriers











Figure 2.1: The tile structure for OFDMA systems
Now, among multiple subchannels, let us define RSSs only use R subchannels for ranging with M
consecutive OFDMA symbols, and then the total number of subcarriers used for ranging isNR = RQV .
After the fast Fourier transform (FFT) at the receiver, the received data at the q-th tile of the
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Figure 2.2: The transmitter block diagram with code
where [x]v,m stands the v-th subcarrier of the m-th OFDMA symbol in the tile, NT = N + NG with
NG guard interval for ranging symbols, iq is the starting subcarrier index for the q-th tile, θk and εk
denote the timing and frequency offset of the k-th RSS, respectively, and wm[v] is an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ2w. Ck is the code sequence matrix for the
k-th RSS.
2.2.1 Code Design









j2πv·tk/CT ej2πm·fk/CF , (2.3)
where Ik = (tk, fk) is the code index pair for the k-th user which is chosen from the whole code index
set I, i.e., Ik ∈ I. In addition, CT and CF are the design parameters to determine the number of RSSs
supporting at the time and frequency domain, respectively. Note that CT and CF can be adjusted
according to RSS’s timing and frequency distributions.
Since the subband size in one tile is smaller than the channel coherence bandwidth [5] [6], the





j2πvηkej2πmξk + [Wq]v,m (2.4)







Compared with (2.1), the code sequence of the k-th user, [Ck]v,m, is absorbed into the effective timing















2.3 Multidimensional Folding (MDF) Estimation using Multiple Tiles
In order to exploit automatic pairing property of harmonic retrieval (HR), we formulate the received
signal as a 2-D mixture form, and then apply MDF estimation method [8] for estimating timing and
frequency offset of RSSs as well as detecting RSSs codes simultaneously.
2.3.1 2-D mixture model
Let us recall the received symbols at the q-th tile is Xq ∈ CV×M . Given (2.4), Xq can be written as
2-D mixture matrix form as
Xq = TD (hq) F
T + Wq, (2.7)
where T ∈ CV×K and F ∈ CM×K are the transpose of Vandermonde matrices with the common
ratios ej2πvηk and ej2πmξk for each column to represent the timing and frequency offsets of K RSSs,
respectively. D (hq) ∈ CK×K is the diagonal matrix with the k-th entry [hq]k. For simplicity, let us
define the (v,m)-th element of the matrix Xq as xq,v,m. Then, given (2.7), we can define the sample
vector form xq, which is
xq =
[
xq,1,1 xq,1,2 · · · xq,1,M xq,2,1 · · · xq,V,M
]T
= (T F)hq, (2.8)
where xq ∈ CMV×1 and  is the Khatri-Rao product (vector-wise Kronecker product) [9]. Since the
received signal is formed as undamped 2-D exponentials for each tile, we can apply multidimensional
folding (MDF) algorithm [8] for each tile at the initial ranging process.
2.3.2 MDF algorithm using Multiple Tiles
Smoothing operation
As shown in (2.7) and (2.8), the observed symbols at each tile can be described as the special form of
the multiple harmonic combinations. Based on this structure, we apply smoothing operator S(x) in
order to fully utilize this special characteristics of the observed symbols and improve the estimation
performance.
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Let us define a set of 2-dimensional selection matrices Jv2m2 ∈ CV1M1×VM given by










, m2 = 1, . . . ,M2,
where V1, V2 and M1,M2 are positive integers satisfying V1 + V2 = V and M1 +M2 = M .
Using (2.8) and (2.9), let us define smoothing operator S(x) and the smoothed matrix Xq,S for the
sample vector as
Xq,S = S (xq)
= [J11xq J12xq · · · J1M1xq J21xq · · · JV1M1xq] (2.10)
where Xq,S ∈ CV1M1×V2M2 . Here, we show an explicit expression of Xq,S using xq,v,m in order to figure
out the smoothing operator,
Xq,S =

Xq,1 Xq,2 · · · Xq,V2





Xq,V1 Xq,V1+1 · · · Xq,V

with Xq,v ∈ CM1×M2
Xq,v =

xq,v,1 xq,v,2 · · · xq,v,M2





xq,v,M1 xq,v,M1+1 · · · xq,v,M
 .
In the absence of noise, it is already verified in [8, Lemma 2] that (2.10) can be decomposed into
harmonic matrices as follows:






with V1 + V2 = V + 1, M1 +M2 = M + 1.
In order to further explore the data structure, we operate the backward smoothing as well as
forward smoothing on the sample vector xq in (2.8). Let us define a backward sample vector yq =
ΠVM · x∗q where ΠVM is an VM × VM backward permutation matrix. By using the property of
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harmonics, it is easily verified that
yq = ΠVM · (T F)∗h∗q
= (T F)D(eβ)h∗q ,
= (T F)h̃q, (2.12)
where h̃q = D(eβ)h
∗
q and eβ =
[
e−jβ1 e−jβ2 · · · e−jβK
]T
with βk = (V − 1)ηk + (M − 1)ξk. Since
(2.12) has the same harmonic matrix form as (2.8), we can use both forward and backward sample
vectors to estimate the phase. In the similar way like (2.10), Yq,S can be also obtained by backward
smoothing operation:
Yq,S = S (yq) = G1D(h̃q)GT2 . (2.13)
Multiple tile combination
Unlike [10], after calculating the smoothed matrices Xq,S and Yq,S for each tile, we collect all the
smoothed matrices in order to perform MDF algorithm:
X̃ = [X1,S X2,S · · ·XQ,S YQ,S YQ−1,S · · ·Y1,S ] (2.14)

















h̃1 h̃2 · · · h̃Q.
]
Eigenvector based estimation




where Us has K columns that together span the column space of X̃. Therefore, there exists and K×K
nonsingular matrix L−1 such that Us = GL
−1. Based on the IMDF algorithm in [8] and [11], we get
the matrix P which is the Khatri-Rao product of two Vandermonde matrices, and there are K columns
in P. The phase rotation components caused by timing offset and frequency offset appear in the same
column of the P. In other words, for a fixed k-th column, ej2πηk and ej2πξk appear simultaneously in
the same column of P. Thanks to this combined structure, we can estimate K RSS’s timing offset and















































where αηk = e
j2πηk and αξk = e
j2πξk
2.3.3 Effective Timing Offset and Frequency Offset Estimation
Thanks to the special structure of P shown in (2.17), we can estimate the effective timing and frequency
offset of each RSS simultaneously, and automatically pair each timing offset with frequency offset.








, ∀k = 1, . . . ,K (2.18)









In the similar way, the effective frequency offset of the k-th RSS can be estimated as
êj2πξk =
1






, ∀k = 1, . . . ,K (2.20)










Recall the effective timing and frequency offset is composed of the code index as well as actual timing
and frequency offset, as shown in (2.5) and (2.6). Since η̂k and ξ̂k are automatically paired, the paired
ranging code, timing offset and frequency offset of the k-th RSS can be detected and estimated by
using the effective timing and frequency offsets.
First, let us detect the code index tk absorbed in the effective timing offset. The code index tk
is integer value, so let us define ∆i = θmax2
CT
N . Then, the formula CT · ηk + ∆i belongs to the range
Itk = [tk −∆i, tk + ∆i]. If θmax < N/CT , it is guaranteed that there is only one integer tk within the
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range Itk . In this case, the effective timing offset can be univocally mapped into their corresponding
codes and an code index estimate of tk is found as
îT,k = bCT · η̂k + ∆ic (2.22)
where bxc means the closest integer smaller than x.
In the similar way, we can estimate the code index fk absorbed in the effective frequency offset.
Since the code index fk is also integer value, we can easily calculate îF,k based on (2.6) and (2.21) as
follows:
îF,k = bCF · ξ̂kc. (2.23)
Since the code indices îT,k and îF,k are coupled together, we can improve the code detection
performance by utilizing both code indices simultaneously. Let us define the estimate code index pair
Îk = (̂iT,k, îF,k). Then, the code detection strategy is given by
Îk is declared as
detected to Ck, Îk 6= Îl ∀k 6= l, Îk = Ik ∈ Iundetected, otherwise (2.24)
.
The first condition determines whether it is the phantom code index or not. Here, the phantom
code means the duplicated code detection at the code detection procedure. The second condition
investigate whether the detected code index pair is true code index pair or not.
2.3.5 Actual Timing and Frequency Estimation
After detecting and verifying the code index, finally Let us assume Îk = (̂iT,k, îF,k) is correctly detected
code index pair. Then, using these code indices, we finally determine the actual timing and frequency
offset for the k-th RSS.





















When the estimator uses the timing offset dimension as a primary dimension, the maximum number
of RSSs, which is almost surely uniquely identifiable, is defined as
Kmax = min {(V1 − 1)M1, 2QV2M2} . (2.27)
By adjusting the smoothing factors V1, V2,M1 and M2, the code detection and timing and frequency
offset estimation performance can be improved as well as Kmax can be increased.
2.4.2 Acquisition range









However, the acquisition range for the timing or frequency offset and the maximum number of
supportable users can be changed depending on how to design the code index pair Ik and parameters
CT and CF .
Usually for safety, we setup the design parameters CT and CF smaller than Kmax because there
is a trade-off between the maximum allowable estimation range and the number of supportable RSSs
by adjusting CT and CF .
2.4.3 Code design
Now, let us define various code index pair scenarios and compare the identifiability and acquisition
range for each scenario.
Paired code, CPk
The paired code means that the code indices {tk} and {fk} are one-to-one correspondence. In order
words, the timing code index tk is uniquely matched to the frequency code index fk as follows:
IPk = {(tk, fk) |tk 6= iT,l and fk 6= iF,l, ∀k 6= l} . (2.30)
In this case, the maximum number of distinguishable code index pairs, Cmax, is Cmax = min {CT , CF },
and the acquisition range for timing and frequency offset estimation is the same as the general acqui-
sition case.
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Table 2.1: Code Characteristics Comparison
Name Codes Ck θmax |εmax| Cmax I illustration
MUSIC ej2πk
m













































CTCF {(1, 1), (1, 3), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 5), (4, 4)}
Time code, CTk
One of the big advantages of the proposed harmonic retrieval based code detection and offset esti-
mation algorithm is that effective timing offset and frequency offset are automatically coupled based
on Vandermonde product structure. Therefore, sometimes it is enough to use only one dimension to
detect and estimate the code index. The code, CTk , only uses the timing offset dimension to detect
the codes. In this case, only tk is used to determine all the codes, and the code index set is expressed
as follows:
ITk = {(tk, fk) |fk = 0 ∀k, tk 6= iT,l, ∀k 6= l ∈ [1, CT ]} . (2.31)
In this case, Cmax is determined as CT since the frequency dimension code index does not used for
code detection. Since there is no code index in the frequency offset dimension, the acquisition range
to estimate the frequency offsets can be extended to |εmax| < N2NT .
Frequency code, CFk
Similar to time code CTk , the frequency code only utilize frequency offset dimension to estimate and
detect the codes. For CFk , the code index pair is given by
IFk = {(tk, fk) |tk = 0 ∀k, fk 6= iF,l, ∀k 6= l ∈ [1, CF ]} , (2.32)
and the acquisition range of the timing offset can be extended up to θmax < N
Grid code, CGk
In this case, it is allowed to use the same code index tk or fk to increase the number of distinguishable
code index pairs Cmax. The general code index pair can be described as
IGk = {(tk, fk) |(tk, fk) 6= (iT,l, iF,l), ∀k 6= l ∈ [1, Cmax]} . (2.33)
The overall parameters are summarized in Table 2.1
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2.5 Computational Complexity
In terms of computational complexity, basically multi-dimensional HR algorithm has the disadvantages
compared to 1-D MUSIC and 1-D ESPRIT algorithms. However, since multi-dimensional resource is
simultaneously utilized to detect the code and to estimate the offsets, more nodes can be supported
with limited resource and more accurate estimation and detection can be performed. The overall
computational complexity of each algorithm is summarized in the following:
Table 2.2: Computational Complexity of the HR Algorithm
Operation Dimension Size Required Flops
SVD of X̃ to compute Us V1M1 × 2QV2M2 4(2QV2M2)2V1M1 + 13(V1M1)3
SVD to compute U†1 (V1 − 1)M1 ×K 4((V1 − 1)M1)2K + 8(V1 − 1)M1K2 + 9K3
Multiplication of U†1U2 K ×K (V1 − 1)M1K2
QR EVD of U†1U2 K ×K 25K3
Multiplication of UsL V1M1 ×K V1M1K2
Estimate parameters of ej2πηk V1M1 ×K (V1 − 2)M1F
Estimate parameters of ej2πξk V1M1 ×K (V1 − 1)(M1 − 1)F
Table 2.3: Computational Complexity of the ESPRIT Algorithm
Operation Dimension Size Required Flops
Compution of sample covariance matrix, RV V × V MV 2Q
QR EVD of RV V × V 25V 3
SVD to compute U†1 (V − 1)×K 4(V − 1)2K + 8(V − 1)K2 + 9K3
Multiplication U†1U2 K ×K (V − 1)K2
QR EVD of U†1U2 K ×K 25K3
Compution of sample covariance matrix, RM M ×M M2V Q
QR EVD of RM M ×M 25M3
SVD to compute U†1 (M − 1)×K 4(M − 1)2K + 8(M − 1)K2 + 9K3
Multiplication U†1U2 K ×K (M − 1)K2
QR EVD of U†1U2 K ×K 25K3
Table 2.4: Computational Complexity of the MUSIC Algorithm
Operation Dimension Size Required Flops
Compution of sample covariance matrix, RM M ×M M2V Q
QR EVD of RM M ×M 25M3
Line search for cost function Ψk(ε) E × 1 EM3(M −K)2
Matrix calculation CH(ε)C(ε) K ×K MK2
Inverse of CH(ε)C(ε) K ×K 25K3
Multiplication [CH(ε)C(ε)]−1CH(ε) K ×K K3
Timing offset estimation VQK
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2.6 Simulation Results
The overall system model and simulation parameters are based on the environment in [7]. The total
bandwidth is 10MHz, and N = 1024. Let us assume that each ranging subchannel is composed of
Q = 3 tiles with V = 6 consecutive subcarriers, while M = 5 OFDMA blocks are presented in ranging
subchannels. The ITU vehicular A channel model is applied to evaluate the performance [12].
The timing and frequency offset ranges are designed for θk ∈ [0, 114) and εk ∈ [−0.02, 0.02] which
correspond to the system with 1.5 km cell radius and 100 km/h Doppler frequency at fc = 2.4 GHz.
The timing and frequency ranges of the proposed method are θmax < N/DT and |εmax| < N/(2NTDF ),
and it can be adaptively adjusted by designing the parameter value DT and DF . In the simulation
setup, we choose DT = DF = 6.
To verify the superiority of the proposed algorithm in terms of the code detection and offset
estimation performance, the ranging algorithms using MUSIC [5] and ESPRIT [6] are also compared
under a common simulation setup. In addition, the very recent ranging algorithm exploiting Zadoff-
Chu sequence structure [13] [14] is also compared as a reference under almost same environment. The
overall simulation parameters and frame structure are shown in Table 2.5 and Fig. 2.3
1 AAI subframe
TRCPHR TRPHR TRPHR TRPHR TRPHR TRPHR
TRP = 2Tb TRP = 2TbTRCP
Zadoff-Chu sequence
Harmonic Retrieval
Figure 2.3: Transmitted frame structure for comparison between harmonic retrieval (HR) and Zadoff-
Chu (ZC) sequence algorithms
Table 2.5: Simulation Setup
Parameters HR, MUSIC, ESPRIT Zadoff-Chu Sequence
Total # of subchannels R = 4 1
# of tiles / subchannel Q = 3 1
# of subcarriers / tile V = 6 72 (oversampled as 144)
Tot. # of subcarriers RQV = 72 72 (oversampled as 144)
# of active users 8, 12 (K = 2, 3) 8, 12
# of maximum users 16 (MUSIC, ESPRIT), 24 (HR) 24
# of symbols M = 5 2 (by oversampling)
Frame length 5.875Tb ≈ 5.5Tb
Max. timing offset 114 114





















































Frequency Offset Error Variance, K=2, M=5, Q=3, V=6, D=6
V
1
(b) Frequency estimator error variance according to the
smoothing factor
Figure 2.4: Smoothing factor decision. By adjusting (V1, V2), and (M1,M2), the maximum number of
distinguishable RSSs Kmax (Fig. 2.4a) and the performance of timing and frequency offset estimation
(Fig. 2.4b) is changed, so it is required to find the best (V1, V2), and (M1,M2) combination matched
to the purpose.
2.6.1 Smoothing factor decision
Let us recall that the smoothing operator S(x) enlarges the observed data matrix Xq ∈ CV×M to
the smoothed data matrix Xq,S ∈ CV1M1×V2M2 by choosing appropriate smoothing factors V1, V2 and
M1,M2 with the condition V1 + V2 = V + 1 and M1 +M2 = M + 1. Therefore, the size of smoothed
data matrix Xq,S depends on the smoothing factors. In fact, this smoothing factor affects the code
detection and offset estimation performance as well as the maximum number of distinguishable RSSs.
As shown in (2.27), Kmax is determined by (V1, V2) and (M1,M2) pair values, and Fig. 2.4a shows
the variation of this Kmax according to V1 and M1 for given Q = 3, V = 6 and M = 5. From (2.27)
and Fig. 2.4a, we can choose the best smoothing factor combination to support the maximum number
of RSSs for given sample matrix, e.g., Kmax = 16 with (V1,M1)=(5,4).
Fig. 2.4b shows the error variance performance of frequency offset estimation according to the
smoothing factor. In the similar way, the performance of code detection and offset estimation is
varied with respect to the smoothing factor. It is because the size of the smoothed matrix, which
determine the code detection and offset estimation, depends on the smoothing factor. Consequently,
the smoothing factor can be also chosen to show the better performance. However, the best smoothing
factor combination is different from each other depending on what the performance metric is, such
as Kmax or error variance minimization. In our simulation setup, we picked up the smoothing factor
as (V1,M1) = (4, 4) which shows good performance in terms of frequency offset estimation as well as
keeps the comparable performance in terms of Kmax and the other performance metric.
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2.6.2 Miss-detection probability
Table 2.6: Code detection and offset estimation notation
Main algorithm Code detector Timing offset estimator Frequency offset estimator
Zadoff-Chu (ZC) ZCCD (ZC Code Detector) ZCTE (ZC Timing Estimator) ZCFE (ZC Frequency Estimator)
MUSIC MCD (MUSIC Code Detector) AHTE (Adhoc Timing Estimator) MFE (MUSIC Frequency Estimator)
ESPRIT ECD (ESPRIT Code Detector) ETE (ESPRIT Timing Estimator) EFE (ESPRIT Frequency Estimator)
Harmonic Retrieval (HR) HRCD (HR Code Detector) HRTE (HR Timing Estimator) HRFE (HR Frequency Estimator)
Fig. 2.5 describes the missing probability for four code detection algorithms with respect to signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) for K = 2 and K = 5. The missing probability is defined as the event which
the ranging codes of RSSs can not be distinguished at the BS including code collision events. The
notation for each code detector and offset estimator is expressed in the Table 2.6.
As seen in the figures, the proposed HRCD shows good Pmiss performance. It is because auto pairing
property in HR improves the performance of code indices detection. Even though ECD also exploits
two independent estimates of the code indices to make a decision, the mis-detection probability because
it is of frequent occurrence for ECD not to coincide with the same code indices for two independent
estimations.
In addition, as the number of ranging users K increases (as shown in Fig. 2.5b), the performances
of ECD and MCD rapidly worsen even though error event probabilities for all methods are similar.
It is because ECD and MCD only support min(K,M)− 1 ranging users, respectively whereas HRCD
can support up to Kmax ≤ min((V1 − 1)M1, 2QV2M2) almost surely as mentioned before in (2.27).
Since the time-frequency offset information is jointly exploited and harmonized to estimate the code
indices, the resolvable number of users increases in HRCD. Table 2.7 shows the maximum number of
resolvable users for specific M and V . As seen in Table 2.7, the RSS capability of HRCD continuously
increases as either the number of subcarriers or symbols increases.





































(a) Pmiss when K = 2




































(b) Pmiss when K = 5
Figure 2.5: Pmiss miss probability comparison, (Q,V,M,D) = (3, 6, 5, 6), For Harmonic Retrieval
method, (V1, V2) = (4, 3), (M1,M2) = (4, 2) is applied as a smoothing factor.
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Table 2.7: Kmax variation
Kmax
Values (M , the number of OFDMA symbols)
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
MUSIC,ESPRIT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Harmonic Retrieval 8 12 12 16 20 24 24 28
Kmax
Values (V , the number of subcarriers)
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
MUSIC,ESPRIT 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
Harmonic Retrieval 8 12 12 16 20 24 24 28
2.6.3 Timing and frequency offset estimation accuracy
Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 show the error variance performances of the timing and frequency offset estimation
with respect to different number of active RSS users in the system. As seen in the figures, both HRTE
and HRFE show good performance regardless of the number of active users, K. But, in Fig. 2.6a,
the error variance of ZCTE is much smaller than HRTE. Since the code detection and parameter
estimation is tightly coupled in the ranging scenario, we have to think about the code detection as
well as the estimation performance. The parameter estimation performance in Figs . 2.6 and 2.7
only cover the RSSs which are successfully detected at the BS. Since the code detection performance
of ZCCD is very poor, only few codes having good characteristics can be detected at the BS. Since
the timing offset estimation is inherent in the code detection by code correlation sliding in the time
domain, it is obvious to have small error variance due to short range of sliding window.
On the other hand, the other algorithms including HRTE have both timing offset and code index
in the phase rotation, therefore, wrong code detection causes a big timing offset estimation error.
However, almost RSSs can not be detected at the BS for ZCCD, small error variance with respect










































(a) Timing Estimator Error Variance, K = 2







































(b) Frequency Estimator Error Variance, K = 5
Figure 2.6: Error variance of timing offset estimation comparison for different number of users, K = 2
or 5.
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(a) Frequency Estimator Error Variance, K = 2











































(b) Frequency Estimator Error Variance, K = 5
Figure 2.7: Error variance of frequency offset estimation comparison for different number of users,
K = 2 or 5.
to timing offset does not have big advantage compared to other algorithms.
As the number of users increases, the performance of other algorithms undergo severe performance
degradation because wrongly detected code index disturbs timing and frequency offset estimation.
However, the proposed HRTE and HRFE algorithm is more robust to the wrongly detected code
effect.
It is because both the timing and frequency code indices are automatically paired together, so
more strict ”detected code verification” process can be applied to detect the code as well as estimate
the offsets.
2.7 Summary and Key Advantages of Harmonic Retrieval based
Ranging Process
• Flexible subcarrier allocation usage
– The proposed algorithm can be applied for any type of subcarrier allocation based on small
tile structure.
– Zadoff-Chu sequence algorithm should use big sub-band allocation (at least 72 consecutive
subcarriers in our simulation setup) whereas the other algorithms only require 6 consecutive
subcarriers to operate the ranging process.
• Efficient data usage to distinguish multiple RSSs.
– The proposed algorithm fully utilize the observed data matrix to distinguish multiple RSS
users as many as possible.
– In order to increase the maximum number of RSS users, Kmax, MUSIC and ESPRIT should
increase the number of OFDMA symbols as well as the number of subcarriers because Kmax =
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min(M − 1.V − 1). It means that many OFDMA symbols should be repeated and many
consecutive subcarriers should be allocated simultaneously. If one of the parameters is fixed,
there is no way to increase Kmax even though the increase of the other parameter.
– Even in the practical scenario which only a few OFDMA symbols are utilized in the ranging
process, the proposed HR algorithm can increase Kmax by adjusting the number of tiles Q
and the number of subcarriers V . Therefore, the HR algorithm smartly utilizes the given data
matrix to distinguish many RSS users simultaneously.
• Good code detection and offset estimation performance
– The proposed algorithm outperforms the other algorithms in terms of the code detection and
offset estimation as well as supports more number of RSS users.
2.8 Conclusion
The improved parameter estimation and pairing algorithm is proposed for initial ranging process
in OFDMA uplink systems. The proposed method using HR technique enables the BS to pair up
ranging codes, timing and frequency offsets simultaneously, and it eliminates the multiple parameter
coordination problems in initial ranging process. These simulation results verify the significantly
increased users identification capability without sacrificing the estimation performance.
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Chapter 3
Timing Adjustment Techniques to
Mitigate Interference between Multiple
Nodes in OFDMA Mesh Networks
We configure the multiple node interference (MNI) on OFDMA mesh networks and analyze the
feature of this MNI as a closed form in terms of timing misalignment between multiple nodes. Based
on our analysis, we propose the new timing adjustment techniques to mitigate MNI and verify the
difference and superiority of the proposed techniques compared to the ones typically used in cellular
OFDMA systems.
3.1 Introduction
Recently, wireless mesh networks have emerged as a promising technology for next-generation wireless
networks [15] [16] with rapid increase on the demand for higher-speed Internet access from anywhere,
which requires high data rate, quality-of-services(QoS) support and enlarged coverage with reliable
connectivity. Especially, taking advantage of OFDMA systems which granularly utilize the resources,
extensive studies are performed over OFDMA mesh networks to realize the potential of this new
technology [15]. However, because of the challenges and difficulties presented by the multihop commu-
nications over OFDMA mesh networks, OFDMA air interface is not configured as a practical network
model [17].
Although lots of researches are performed on OFDMA mesh network to resolve these problems,
those researches are mainly focused on MAC layer such as resource allocation, scheduling, while ex-
cluding PHY layer issues such as node synchronization, interference management, and so on. However,
the researches on PHY layer issues are also essential to configure OFDMA mesh network in practice.
Consequently, we undertake PHY layer issues on OFDMA mesh network, especially the synchro-
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nization challenges and interference features in this chapter. The main goal of this chapter is twofold:
First, we define multiple node interference (MNI) on OFDMA mesh network, which is caused by
timing and frequency misalignments between multiple nodes. Then, we quantify the effects of this
misalignment on MNI under OFDMA mesh networks with an analytic signal-to-interference -noise
ratio (SINR) expression. Next, we clarify the main difference on timing adjustment strategy between
cellular based OFDMA systems (e.g., downlink/uplink) and OFDMA mesh network, and propose the
timing adjustment criterion to alleviate the performance degradation on mesh networks.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes OFDMA mesh network
model considered in this chapter and presents the analytic MNI features with respect to timing differ-
ence between multiple nodes. We explain the limit of existing adjustment methods and propose new
timing adjustment techniques to mitigate SINR degradation due to MNI in Section 3.3, then observe
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(a) Frequency domain, The symbol Xpq is delivered
via the link Lpq using subcarriers in Spq
OFDMA tx p 
OFDMA tx p’ 
(no MNI) 
(MNI) 
OFDMA tx p 
OFDMA tx p’ 
OFDMA tx p 














(b) Time domain, There is propagation delay τpq on the link
Lpq. νp and µq denote tx and rx timing adjustments
Figure 3.1: OFDMA mesh network example, two tx nodes and two rx nodes communication scenario
Let us consider a generalized OFDMA wireless mesh network employing a total of N subcarriers,
where P transmitting nodes communicate with Q receiving nodes simultaneously. Unlike cellular-type
of point-to-multipoint (PMP) topology, mesh mode makes each node not only a host but also a router
that forwards packets on behalf of others. Consequently, each node can transmit data to multiple
nodes as well as receive data from multiple nodes.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the OFDMA mesh network scenario considered here. As already declared,
the entire network is grouped into transmitting node set Np = {1, 2, . . . , P} and receiving node set
Nq = {1, 2, . . . , Q}. Since each node can be a host as well as a router in mesh network, transmitter(tx)
p contains different data delivering to different destinations, denoted as Xpq,∀q ∈ Nq which is the data
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delivered via the link Lpq from tx p to receiver(rx) q.
In order to avoid the subcarrier collision, it is suggested to allocate the subcarriers exclusively. Let
us define Sp as the subcarrier index group assigned to the node tx p, and this group is divided into
Q subgroups, named Spq, which includes subcarrier indices used at the link Lpq: Sp = ∪Qq=1Spq where
Spq ∩ Sp′q′ = ∅, ∀p 6= p′ ∈ Np, q 6= q′ ∈ Nq.
As shown in Figure 3.1b, depending on the propagation delay and timing adjustment parameters,
MNI may be reduced at the receiving node (e.g., rx q) or may become serious (e.g., rx q′). Consequently,
in order to prevent or mitigate MNI at the mesh network, at first we should estimate the timing and
frequency offsets for each link, and then apply the advanced adjustment strategy to alleviate the
performance.





hpq[n] ∗ xp[n− νp − τpq],−Nq ≤ n ≤ N − 1
where ∗ denotes the convolution and hpq means the channel impulse response on link Lpq, which
connects tx p to rx q. Ng is the length of cyclic prefix, which is assumed to be longer than the
maximum channel delay spread L − 1, xp[n] is the transmitted symbol from tx p and τpq means the
propagation delay on link Lpq. In addition, νp means tx timing adjustment parameter at the tx p for
synchronization (see Figure 3.1b).






where µq denotes rx timing adjustment parameter at the rx q for synchronization. Therefore, the
effective timing delay at node rx q on link Lpq is denoted as
θpq = νp + τpq − µq. (3.1)
3.2.1 Interference Features
On OFDMA uplink systems, the multiple access interference (MAI) is only expressed by the timing
and frequency offset mismatch between multiple subscriber stations (SSs) since all the SSs share one
common base station (BS) to communicate [18] [19].However, all tx nodes communicate with multiple
rx nodes simultaneously in the OFDMA mesh network. Thus timing and frequency offset adjustment
for one specific link can affect all the other connected links in the network. Therefore, the MNI should
be expressed based on the link parameters between tx and rx nodes in the OFDMA mesh network.
Let us define the communication link between tx p and rx q, i.e., link Lpq, as the desired link at
the receiving node rx q. Then, the interference observed at the node rx q can be classified into four
classes as follows:
• Self-transmitting Self-receiving Node Interference (SSNI): the interference caused by tim-
ing misalignment on the desired link Lpq. SSNI may or may not occur. Precisely, there is no SSNI
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Table 3.1: OFDMA mesh network interference classification
Variables SSNI SONI OSNI OONI
Link Lpq Lpq′ Lp′q Lp′q′
Concerned vp + τpq vp + τpq vp + τpq vp + τpq
offset µq µq vp′ + τp′q vp′ + τp′q
parameters µq µq
Subcarriers Spq Spq,Spq′ Spq,Sp′q Spq,Sp′q′
Example Xpq Xpq′ Xp′q Xp′q′
for 0 ≤ θpq ≤ Ng − L+ 1.
• Self-transmitting Other-receiving Node Interference (SONI): the interference caused by
timing misalignment on the link Lpq′ . SONI may occur when the node tx p also delivers the data
to the other node rx q′.
• Other-transmitting Self-receiving Node Interference (OSNI): the interference caused by
timing misalignment on the link Lpq′ .
• Other-transmitting Other-receiving Node Interference (OONI): the interference caused by
timing misalignment on the link Lpq′ .
This is generalized MNI classification for OFDMA mesh network. Therefore, depending on subcarrier
allocation strategy and link connectivity [16], the MNI term can be described for various kinds of
OFDMA mesh network. The detail parameters to dominate the interference is classified in Table 3.1.
3.2.2 Received Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR)





















and σ2q,OONI[k] denote the variances of SSNI, SONI, OSNI, and OONI observed at the k-th subcarrier,
respectively. σ2n is the noise variance. The detail derivations are shown in the Appendix.
Let us define γmk(nL, nU ) as the normalized orthogonal sufficiency to evaluate the orthogonality
degradation caused by timing and frequency offset misalignment as follows:







N u(nU − nL) (3.3)
where u(n) is unit step function, k ∈ Saq and m ∈ Spb.
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3.3 Timing adjustment for MNI mitigation
3.3.1 Tx Node Timing Adjustment Strategy
Typically in OFDMA uplink systems, the base station (BS) (rx) forwards timing adjustment feedback
to each subscriber stations (txs) in order to adjust timing offset and align at the BS [10]. However, it
is very difficult to apply this timing adjustment strategy for OFDMA mesh network since the timing
adjustment for specific rx node can cause the timing misalignment for all the other rx nodes.
If it is highly required to use tx timing adjustment in the system, then the artificial timing ad-






(θpq) ≤ Ng − L+ 1, ∀q ∈ Nq (3.4)
In order to obtain νp’s to satisfy the condition (3.4), each tx node should know all τpq’s as well as all
the other tx nodes timing adjustment νp’s. Therefore, the central center should be required to collect
all the information, calculate the proper νp’s and distributed the achieved parameters, but it requires
too much complexity and feedback burden. Moreover, there are some unaffordable cases not to obtain
the proper νp’s depending on the given τpq’s. Consequently, the timing adjustment method used in
OFDMA uplink system is no longer attractive any more in order to mitigate the MNI over OFDMA
mesh network.
3.3.2 Rx Node Timing Adjustment Strategy
Unlink OFDMA downlink systems, it is addressed in OFDMA mesh network that the perfect syn-
chronization for rx q, i.e., µq = τpq, does not guarantee the best performance any more since the
desired link Lpq still can be disturbed by other links Lp′q, ∀p′ ∈ Np because of the timing misalignment
between links. There are other synchronization points to enable better performance according to the
distribution of timing offset. Therefore, even though we estimate very accurate timing offsets for all
links, it should be performed finding the best timing adjustments µq, which is not the exact timing
offset of the desired link but the compromised offset from all the links, to minimize MNI. Using the
derived analytic SINR expression in (3.2), we propose two rx timing adjustment strategies to improve
the performance in the following.
Maximize Average SINR







Since SINRq[k] is the function of µq, the best timing adjustment parameter can be obtained by using
the analyzed SINR expression. Intuitively, this method is applied to maximize the average capacity
on the link Lpq.
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Maximize Minimum SINR





This adjustment technique picks up µq which maximize the minimum SINR. This strategy is appropri-
ate to minimize the average bit error rate (BER) on the link Lpq since BER is dominantly determined
by the weakest SINR.
3.4 Simulation results



































Figure 3.2: SINR comparison with respect to maximum propagation delay, τpq
We evaluate the performance of the proposed rx timing adjustment techniques in terms of SINR.
Let us assume the OFDMA system parameters as N = 64, Ng = 8, L = 4 and mesh network with
P = 2, 4 and Q = 4 nodes.
3.4.1 SINR performance
Figure 3.2 shows the SINR performance of rx timing adjustment methods with respect to the maximum
timing offsets where τpq ∈ [0, τmax]. As shown in the figure, the proposed timing adjustment techniques
µq,avg and µq,maxmin outperform both timing adjustment technique using true timing offset µq = τpq
and no timing adjustment µq = 0 cases. In addition, it is observed that the SINR improvement using
the proposed adjustment techniques is more prominent as τmax increases. It means the usage of the
proposed adjustment are more important for the system with large network size.
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SINR gain for zero TO
(a) SINR gain for Zero TO


















SINR gain for true TO
(b) SINR gain for True TO
Figure 3.3: relative gain of SINRq[k]|µq,avg , τmax = 16.
In addition, we compare the SINR performance for different subcarrier allocation schemes. Since
the MNI feature is quite different depending on what the allocation scheme is used in the mesh network,
it is also important to allocate subcarriers smartly in order not to cause too much MNI. As shown in
the figure, basically exclusive subband allocation scheme shows better SINR performance compared
to random allocation since only edge subcarriers are dominantly sacrificed by interference invasion on
subband allocation [19]. Moreover, even though it applies the complex subcarrier and power allocation
scheme appropriate to OFDMA mesh network [16], the proper timing adjustment parameters can be
obtained by exploiting analyzed SINR expression ((3.2), (3.11)-(3.15)) on mesh topology, which is
differentiated from cellular OFDMA uplink MAI feature. In addition, as the number of active nodes
is increased from P = 2 to P = 4, it is shown that the SINR performance is severely decreased. It
means that, in the heavy network, it is more crucial to find the best µq,avg parameters to mitigate
MNI.
Figure 3.3 shows the relative SINR gain of the proposed technique compared to zero (µq = 0) and
true (µq = τpq) timing compensation methods. As shown in the figure, by adopting µq,avg, we can
achieve significant gain in terms of SINR for almost cases.
3.4.2 Error Probability Performance
Figure 3.4 describes the BER performance of the desired receiver according to the maximum timing
offset (τmax). As depicted in the figure, the BER performance of the proposed timing adjustment
technique outperforms the other methods since the appropriate timing adjustment parameter µq is
chosen to minimize MNI, and the performance difference becomes bigger as the maximum timing offset
increases, which means that the proposed timing adjustment µq,avg can maintain the performance by
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Figure 3.4: BER performance according to the maximum timing offset τpq, SNR = 10dB



























Figure 3.5: BER performance according to SNR of the desired pair, τmax = 16
alleviating the degradation caused by MNI. In addition, the proposed adjustment technique can be
usefully utilized for the large timing offset circumstance such as the system with large cell size or big
propagation delays.
Figure 3.5 shows the BER performance according to the SNR of the desired pair when maximum
timing offset is fixed as τmax = 16. As shown in the figure, the proposed adjustment method becomes
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much better for interference-limited environment (high SNR circumstance) since appropriate timing
adjustment µq is suggested at the receiver.
3.5 Conclusion
We declare four different kinds of MNI in OFDMA mesh network and analyze the feature of MNI in
terms of timing and frequency misalignment. Unlike the timing adjustment techniques on cellular-
based OFDMA systems, the compromised timing adjustment (not the exact timing offset compensa-
tion) should be performed at the receiver in order to alleviate the MNI on OFDMA mesh network. By
exploiting analyzed SINR expression, we proposed the new timing adjustment criterion to maximize
the performance on mesh network without big burden on complexity and feedback. Simulation results
verify the proposed timing adjustment techniques at the receiver outperform the exact timing compen-
sation techniques, and the performance improvement by the proposed adjustment is more significant
as the system is more crowd or the network size grows.
3.6 Appendix
If the timing adjustment θpq is given at the node rx q, it is determined to calculate the interference
from the current symbol (CS), previous symbol (PS), and next symbol (NS), respectively. Based
on [18], we unified the variables and refined the functions in order to express MNI for all cases in
OFDMA mesh network. Let us define nab,L(l) and nab,U (l) as follows:
nab,L(l) = θab + (µa − µq) + l −Ng
nab,U (l) = θab + (µa − µq) + l +N − 1.
Then, the lower and upper sample bounds of CS within FFT window is described as nab,L(l) =
max(0, nab,L(l)) and nab,U (l) = min(N − 1, nab,U (l)). Then, the amount of node interference caused


















|γmk (npq,U (l) + 1, N − 1)|2 . (3.9)
The normalized total interference on link Lpq is denoted as
Γpq,T[k] = Γpq,CS[k] + Γpq,PS[k] + Γpq,NS[k] (3.10)
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Then, the explicit analysis for the variances are given by
E2q [k] = Epq
L−1∑
l=0
∣∣∣γkk (npq,L(l), npq,U (l))∣∣∣2 (3.11)














Ep′q′ × Γp′q′,T[k]. (3.15)
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Chapter 4
Carrier Frequency Offset Estimation
and Compensation for OFDMA Uplink
Systems
Carrier frequency offsets (CFO) at the uplink of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) destroy the orthogonality among the users and introduce Multi-User Interference (MUI)
which severely degrades the performance of the system. We propose pilot based CFO estimation and
channel estimation for the OFDMA Uplink. A null sub-carrier (zero pilot) based cost function is used
to estimate the CFO of each user. The MUI for each user is minimized by optimizing the position
of the null sub-carriers. The effect of the null sub-carrier position on the acquisition range and the
identifiability of CFO estimation is analyzed as well. Sub-band hopping is proposed to achieve channel
independent performance of the CFO estimation and to obtain channel estimates of each user. We
prove that the identifiability of the CFO estimation is guaranteed in the presence of channel nulls and
the acquisition range supported by the algorithm. In order to compensate the effect of CFO, decision
directed (DD) MUI reconstruction and cancelation is used. The resulting algorithm can estimate and
compensate both the integer and the fractional CFOs. The performance of the algorithms is evaluated
through simulations and compared with existing approaches.
4.1 Introduction
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is an efficient multi-user multi-carrier tech-
nique which has been proposed for current and next generation wireless communication systems, for
example IEEE 802.16e (mobile WiMAX) [20]. However, carrier frequency offsets (CFO) between the
base-station (BS) and the mobile users (MU) arising due to local oscillator mismatch and/or the mo-
bility of the users destroy the orthogonality among the user’s sub-carriers. Inter carrier interference
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(ICI) and multi-user interference (MUI) arising due to these CFOs severely degrade the performance
of the whole system. Therefore, CFO estimation and compensation is imperative at the BS and the
MUs.
Due to time delays and doppler spread caused by the mobility of users, CFO estimation and
compensation only at the downlink of OFDMA systems is not sufficient and calls for CFO estimation
at the uplink as well. However, CFO estimation is much more challenging at the uplink due to
the presence of multiple CFOs and the fact that the received signal at the BS is the sum of the
transmitted signals from all the users. In addition, ensuring the identifiability of the CFO estimates
is also an important requirement. By investigating the identifiability, we can determine whether a
unique estimate for CFO exists or not. Ensuring identifiability in OFDMA is much more critical
than OFDM [21,22] as apart from channel nulls, MUI resulting from the CFOs of the other users can
disturb the uniqueness of the CFO estimate.
Various solutions for CFO estimation and compensation for OFDMA have been proposed in the
literature, but only few of them also discuss the identifiability. These solutions can be categorized on
the basis of sub-carrier allocation scheme for OFDMA like sub-band allocation [1], [23], interleaved
allocation [24] and the generalized allocation [25–27] or, on the basis of data aided [27] or non data
aided [23] CFO estimation. These algorithms vary in their performance, complexity and acquisition
range. In this report, we deal with the CFO estimation for OFDMA uplink and its identifiability. We
use a null sub-carrier (zero pilot) based cost function to estimate the CFO of each user. For the sake
of simplicity we deal with sub-band allocation, however the mathematical development will show that
the proposed scheme can be easily extended to generalized sub-carrier allocation, which is being used
in next generation wireless communication systems like IEEE 802.16m [20], 3GPP LTE-Advanced.
The other main contribution is the detailed discussion on the identifiability of CFO estimation and
the effects of MUI in causing ambiguity in CFO estimation. We analyze the effect of changing the
position of null sub-carriers on the acquisition range and the identifiability of CFO estimation. We
show that placing the null sub-carriers in the middle of the sub-band not only minimizes the MUI
but also maximizes the acquisition range. We prove that the identifiability of the CFO estimation is
guaranteed for the acquisition range supported by the algorithm. In addition, we also discuss the effect
of channel nulls on the identifiability and propose hopping technique to guarantee the identifiability
in the presence of channel nulls.
The presence of multiple CFOs at the uplink also makes the CFO compensation a non-trivial task,
because compensating the effect of CFO of one user further mis-aligns the other users and increases
the MUI. Thus, a straight forward CFO compensation similar to OFDM cannot be employed for
OFDMA. Various CFO compensation algorithms have been proposed in the literature like [2, 28–30].
Successive parallel interference cancelation is used in [30] to compensate the CFO of the users one
by one. [28] uses an interference cancelation scheme based on circular convolution while a linear de-
correlator detector is used in [2] to jointly compensate all the users. However, the CFO compensation
in [2] has two disadvantages. It can only be applied for CFO less than half of the sub-carrier spacing
and is computationally complex because it requires the inversion of a large matrix. In contrast to
these existing approaches, we use a decision-directed (DD) MUI cancelation scheme to compensate
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0 N-1(m-1)R mR (m+1)R-1 (m+2)R-1
null sub-carrier (for CFO)
data sub-carrier
non-zero pilot (for channel)
Figure 4.1: Sub-band carrier allocation for different users showing the null sub-carriers and channel
estimation pilots within the sub-band, R = 8, K = 1, P = 1 .
the effect of CFO of each user. We show that our CFO compensation scheme is independent of the
acquisition range in contrast to [2] and [29] which fail to compensate integer offsets. We use pilot
sub-carriers to estimate the channel of each user. These pilots are further employed to decrease the
residual CFO error and an iterative scheme to further improve the CFO estimation has been proposed.
Notation. The subscript (·)m is used to denote the mth user. Upper (lower) boldface letters
represent matrices (column vectors). (·)H represents Hermition, (·)T represents transpose and (·)∗
represents conjugate. DN (h) with a vector argument represents an N × N diagonal matrix with
vector h containing the diagonal entries while DN (f) with a scalar argument represents an N × N
diagonal matrix with [DN (f)]nn = e
j 2π
N
fn. IN represents an N ×N identity matrix. We define fN (w)
as the N × 1 normalized Fourier vector given as fN (w) = N−1/2[1, ejw, e2jw, ..., ej(N−1)w]T .
4.2 System Model
Consider a base-band equivalent model of OFDMA uplink system. The system has N sub-carriers and
can accommodate Mmax users at maximum. The number of active users is M . As sub-band allocation
scheme is used, mth user is allocated a sub-band with Rm number of sub-carriers. For simplicity, we
take Rm = R = bNM c so that the number of sub-carriers in each sub-band is equal. Each user employs
K null sub-carriers to estimate its CFO. The number of non-zero sub-carriers allocated to the mth
user is therefore, R̃ = R −K. These sub-carriers contain D data sub-carriers as well as P non-zero
pilots used for channel estimation. Let Imn, Imp and Imd, be the sets of indices of null sub-carriers
(zero pilots), non-zero pilots and data sub-carriers allocated to the mth user, respectively. Then
Imn := {mR+ nk|nk ∈ [0, 1, ..., R − 1]}, where k = 1,...,K, Imp := {mR+ np|np ∈ [0, 1, ..., R − 1]},
where p = 1,...,P , Imn
⋂
Imp = φ and Imd := {mR + d|d ∈ [0, 1, ...R − 1] ∧ d 6= nk d 6= np},where d =




Imn = {mR,mR+ 1, ..., (m+ 1)R− 1}. For ease
of discussion, we assume that the position of pilots within the sub-band is the same for all the users,
i.e., nk and np are independent of m. Figure 4.1 shows an example of sub-band allocation with R =
8, K = 1 and P = 1.
Each user maps its data points on to its allocated sub-carriers. The qth OFDMA symbol trans-
mitted by the mth user, before inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT), is given as
sm(q) = Tmxm(q), (4.1)
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where xm(q) is an R̃× 1 vector which contains the information data and pilots for channel estimation,
for the qth symbol of the mth user. Tm is the N × R̃ sub-carrier allocation matrix for the mth user.
Tm = [ex0 , ex1 , ..., exR̃−1 ],
where ex is the x
th column of IN and xi is the i
th element of Imd
⋃
Imp. xm(q) is defined as,
xm(q) = Tmddm(q) + Tmppm(q), (4.2)
where dm(q) and pm(q) are the D × 1 and P × 1 vectors which contain the data points and pilot
symbols of the mth user respectively. Tmd and Tmp are the corresponding R̃×D and R̃× P mapping
matrices which map the data points and pilots symbols on their corresponding positions within the
sub-band. Note that Tmd and Tmp are mutually orthogonal and can be defined in a similar way as
Tm.
We assume that the base-band equivalent channel impulse response h̃m(l), l ∈ [0, Lm] of the mth
user is of order Lm. Therefore, a cyclic prefix (CP) of NCP samples is appended at the start of each
OFDMA symbol to mitigate inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by the multi-path channel, where
NCP ≥ maxm{Lm}. Thus, the total number of samples in the transmitted symbol is Nt = N +NCP .
The qth transmitted symbol after IDFT and CP insertion is
ŝm(q) = TcpF
Hsm(q),





Assuming all the users are synchronized in time, the received signal for the mth user at the BS is












HDN (h̃m)sm(q) + v(q),
where fm = f̃mT is the normalized CFO of the m
th user and T is the sampling period. Note that
fm ≤ |fmax| where fmax is the maximum allowable CFO. h̃m is the N × 1 vector containing the N
point DFT of the mth user’s channel impulse response. v(q) is the N×1 vector containing the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) samples for the qth symbol. Taking a DFT of the received signal at











where hm = [h̃m(i)|i ∈ Imd
⋃
Imp], i = 1, ..., R̃ is a R̃ × 1 vector containing the channel frequency
response at the non-zero sub-carriers of the mth user. Note that if fm = 0 for each user, FDN (fm)F
H =
IN , and the users are perfectly separable and channel estimation can be performed straightaway.
However, if fm is non zero, FDN (fm)F
H gives a non-diagonal matrix, which leads to ICI as well
as MUI. Therefore, estimation and compensation of the CFO of each user is necessary for channel
estimation and decoding the signals transmitted from each user.
4.3 CFO Estimation Algorithm
The block diagram of CFO estimation algorithm is shown in the Figure 4.2. We use minimization of a
null sub-carrier based cost function to estimate the CFO of each user, which is an extension of [31]. We
observe the interference over the null sub-carriers of each user and minimize it to estimate the CFO.
The result is a cost function which uses a line search to estimate the CFO of each user separately.
From here onwards, we use m′ to indicate the user for which the CFO estimation is being carried out,
and m to indicate the other users. The autocorrelation matrix of the received symbol, assuming the
transmitted symbols are uncorrelated is given as,












N (fm) + σ
2
vIN ,
where Rxmxm and σ
2
vIN are the autocorrelation matrices of xm(q) and v(q) respectively. Note that
in the absence of noise, the Fourier vector corresponding to each null sub-carrier of the m′th user is






for each nk when fm = 0. Thus a cost function for the m












where fo ≤ |fmax| is the candidate CFO estimate for the m′th user. Such a cost function is used for
each user employing its own null sub-carriers only and the minimum of the cost function is taken as
the estimate of the CFO of the m′th user;
f̂m′ = arg min
fo
(Jm′(fo)) .
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of CFO estimation algorithm
and provided Q is sufficiently large, (4.3) is also satisfied for R̂yy with Rxmxm replaced by R̂xmxm
and the analysis and conclusions drawn for Ryy are also applicable to R̂yy. The number of symbols
sufficient to estimate Ryy is discussed in Section 4.4.4. Using (4.3), the cost function in (4.4) can be
written as a sum of an ICI term which we call the “self interference” (SI) term and the MUI term as
follows,

















































{m′R+ nk − fm + fo}
)
+ σ2v .
As the noise term is independent of the CFO, it can be dropped from the cost function. Note that
when fo = fm′ in (4.6), the SI will be completely eliminated whereas the MUI can still be non-zero
(unless all the CFOs are the same). The accuracy of CFO estimation is affected by the MUI on the
null sub-carriers used for CFO estimation. If we can minimize the MUI for the null sub-carriers, the
effect of this MUI on CFO estimation will be minimized. Therefore, the main idea behind our CFO
estimation is that we find the CFO point to eliminate the SI through line search and simultaneously
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Figure 4.3: A typical plot showing the SI , MUI term and the total CFO estimation cost function
minimize the MUI by optimizing the location of null sub-carriers within the sub-band, so that the
minimum of the total cost function is the same as the minimum of the SI term. Figure 4.3 shows a
typical plot for the SI and MUI terms along with the total cost function.





























is the normalized interference function, ∆m = m − m′ and
∆r = r − nk. It represents the normalized interference caused by the rth sub-carrier of the mth user
on the null sub-carrier (nk) of the m
′th user due to fm, evaluated at the candidate CFO, i.e., fo.
ψ∆m,∆r(x) is a sinc type function whose magnitude is maximum in the center of its main lobe. ∆m
represents the distance of the mth user from the main lobe in units of the sub-band size R with ∆m′
= 0, and ∆r represents the distance of the rth sub-carrier of the mth user from the null sub-carrier nk
with in the sub-band. The magnitude of ψ2∆m,∆r(x) decreases as |∆m| and |∆r| increase. Therefore in
(4.7), the normalized MUI terms for |∆m| = ±1, corresponding to the users (m′±1), are dominant and
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the normalized MUI for these adjacent interfering users is maximum when the main lobe of ψ∆m,∆r(x)
is sampled. Eq. (4.7) also suggests that for a given fm and fo, the interference caused by the (m
′+1)th
user on the null sub-carrier nk is greater than the (m
′ − 1)th user if the null sub-carrier is closer to
the (m′ + 1)th user and vice versa. This suggests that the MUI is minimum if the null sub-carrier is
placed at the center of the sub-band.
4.4 Identifiability and acquisition range of CFO estimation
Ensuring identifiability means that it is guaranteed for the cost function to contain a unique minimum.
As the cost function contains the SI as well as the MUI, the MUI can cause the cost function to have
multiple minimum and thus creating confusion in the CFO estimation. Moreover, the channel nulls at
the sub-carriers of the users can also cause multiple minimum in the cost function. In this section, we
analyze the effect of MUI, null sub-carrier position and the channel on the cost function and determine
its acquisition range. Then we prove that for the given acquisition range, the cost function always has
a unique minimum.
4.4.1 Effect of SI on identifiability and acquisition range





{m′R+ nk − fm′ + fo})FHTm′ = 0, (4.8)
for each of the null sub-carrier, i.e., fHN (
2π
N {m
′R + nk − fm′ + fo}) should lie in the left null space
(LNS) of FHTm′ . As F
HTm′ only contains the Fourier vectors corresponding to the non-zero sub-
carriers of the m′th user, its LNS contains the Fourier vectors corresponding to two sub-carrier groups;





Imn∀m 6= m′). Therefore, when fo = fm′ , condition in (4.8) is satisfied as (m′R + nk −





Imn∀m 6= m′ which causes multiple minimum in the cost function. Therefore, CFO is
identifiable if (m′R+ nk − fm′ + fo) is restricted to the sub-carriers of the m′th user only, i.e,
m′R− 1 < m′R+ nk − fm′ + fo < m′R+R,
nk −R < fm′ − fo < nk + 1. (4.9)
Since fm′ ≤ |fmax| as mentioned before, fm′ − fo ≤ |2fmax|. Therefore in order to satisfy the condition






(|nk + 1|, |nk −R|) , (4.10)
when only the effect of SI is considered. If fm′ > fmax, the condition in (4.9) will not be satisfied for
some values of fm′ and fo, which means the CFO estimate will not be unique.
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Figure 4.4: Ambiguity in CFO Estimation when fm′ =
R
4 and fm = −
R
4 , R = 16, K = 1, nk =
R
2 .
4.4.2 Effect of MUI on identifiability and acquisition range
Now we consider the effect of MUI on the acquisition range and the identifiability. As (4.7) suggests
that the MUI term is non-negative, it can raise the minimum of the cost function from zero to a
non-zero point, and thus analyzing its behavior at the minimum of the SI term is important. The
power of MUI depends on the null sub-carrier position as discussed in the previous section, but it also
depends on the magnitude of fm − fo. As the candidate CFO, i.e., fo is varied, the value of MUI also
changes and for the worst case when fm − fo = ±2fmax for ∆m = ±1, (4.6) suggests that the MUI
for one of the adjacent users will attain its maximum value as Jm′,MUI(fo) will have a sample form
the main lobe of ψ2∆m,∆r(fm − fo). If fo = fm is also satisfied at this point, the maximum of MUI
will be exactly at the minimum of SI and the minimum of cost function will be vanished. This worst
case MUI occurs when fm′ = ±fmax and fm′±1 = −fm′ . Figure 4.4 shows an example of such a worst
case MUI. As shown, the minimum of SI at fm′ =
R
4 gets vanished by MUI and the total cost function








(|nk + 1|, |nk −R|)− 1
)
, (4.11)
when the effect of both SI and MUI is considered. Under this refined acquisition range, the adjacent
interfering users can have samples from the first side lobe of ψ2∆m,∆r(x) at most whereas the current
user has samples from the main lobe of ψ2∆m′,∆r(x). We prove that the identifiability of CFO estimation
is always guaranteed for fmax in (4.11), in the next section.
The acquisition range of CFO estimation is therefore, ∆f2 (mink(|nk + 1|, |nk −R|)− 1) where ∆f
is the sub-carrier spacing. This shows that the acquisition range is dependent on the null sub-carrier





which is achieved for nk =
R
2 , i.e., when the
null sub-carrier is at the middle of the sub-band. This shows that the null sub-carrier in the middle
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Figure 4.5: A hypothetical worst case MUI scenario causing ambiguity in CFO estimation at fm′ = 3.
not only results in lower MUI but also results in higher acquisition range.
4.4.3 Identifiability with refined acquisition range
Both, channel nulls and MUI can cause the cost function to have multiple minimum and thus creating
confusion in CFO estimation. We deal with the identifiability issues caused by the channel in the next
section and thus assume here that the channel matrix DR̃(hm) is full rank.
MUI can cause identifiability issues in two ways. First case has been dealt with in the section 4.4.2,
so that the magnitude of MUI is never too large to cause the minimum of the cost function to vanish.
The other case, shown for purpose of illustration in Figure 4.5, occurs if the MUI adds to the SI and
the total cost function has two minima. As shown, the MUI term has more sharp peak as compared
to the SI term and raises the minimum of SI term at fo = 3 to cause two minima in the cost function.
As the curvature signifies the measure of peakedness of a curve [32], the case shown in Figure 4.5 can
never occur if the curvature of the SI term at its minimum is greater than the curvature of the MUI
term.
Theorem: If the maximum allowable CFO range is given by (4.11), the curvature of the normalized
MUI term is always less than the curvature of the SI term at its minimum and thus, the identifiability
of the CFO estimation is always guaranteed.
Proof: We assume that all the users have equal power and thus deal with normalized interference.
Note that the curvature of the MUI term at positions other than the minimum of the SI term does not
cause any identifiability problem. Therefore, we model a worst case MUI scenario in which the MUI
has maximum curvature at the minimum of the SI term. We then prove that the curvature of this
worst case MUI is less than the curvature of the SI term at its minimum and thus the CFO estimate












ψ2∆m,∆r(fm − fo). (4.12)








Similarly the curvature of the SI term κJm′,SI(fo) can also be defined. The curvature of each J̃m(fo)
term in (4.12) is maximum when an extreme point of a side lobe of ψ2∆m,∆r(fm − fo) is sampled.
According to (4.12), this happens whenever fm − fo = i or fm − fo = i ± 12 where i is an integer.
We are interested in the case when fm − f0 = i ± 12 because in that case the maximum of the side
lobe is sampled. At a maximum point, larger magnitude of second derivative implies larger curvature.
Also, in order for MUI to have maximum curvature, each interfering user must have the same fm
because in such a case, all the J̃m(fo) terms will be coherent, and MUI will have maximum curvature






at fm − fo = ±(2fmax − 12), where f is a constant frequency offset.
Also, in order to destroy uniqueness of the CFO estimate, this maximum curvature of the MUI
term should occur at the minimum of the SI term. This condition is satisfied in two cases. One, when
fm = fmax for all the interfering users and fm′ = −fmax + 12 for nk <
R
2 , and second, when fm = −fmax
for all the interfering users and fm′ = fmax− 12 for nk ≥
R
2 . In both of these cases, minimum of the SI
term occurs at fo = fm′ and at the same point fm − fo = ±(2fmax − 12) is also satisfied and the worst
case MUI term has maximum curvature at the minimum of the SI term. We prove the identifiability






at fo = fm′ , in the Appendix.
4.4.4 Effect of channel on identifiability
Identifiability of CFO estimation is also affected by the channel response at the DFT grid corresponding
to the data sub-carriers allocated to the user in consideration. In the previous sections, we ignored
the effect of channel by assuming that the channel matrix DR̃(hm) is full rank, i.e., there is no null at
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the channel response corresponding to the non-zero sub-carriers of the m′th user. In this section, we
consider the effect of these channel nulls on the identifiability of CFO estimation.






{m′R+ nk − fm + fo})FHTm′DR̃(hm′) = 0, (4.13)
for each nk. Now, let us the suppose that the channel for the m
′th user has I nulls at {γm′,i}Ii=1
sub-carriers where each γm′,i ⊂ Im′d
⋃
Im′p. Then the above condition is satisfied if
m′R+ nk − fm′ + fo ⊂ {γm′,i}Ii=1
⋃
Im′n,
for each k. This condition is clearly satisfied for fo = fm′ . But it can also be satisfied for other cases
as well. Let us first consider the case, when K = 1. As
−2fmax ≤ −fm′ + fo ≤ 2fmax,
a channel null satisfying
nk − 2fmax ≤ γm′,i ≤ nk + 2fmax,
can cause (4.13) to be zero for fo 6= fm′ . The second case is in which each user contains consecutive
null sub-carriers. In that case (4.13) is satisfied if {γm′,i}Ii=1
⋃
Im′n has K consecutive elements not all
taken from the set Im′n or if {γm′,i}Ii=1 has K consecutive elements. In either case (4.13) is satisfied
for fo 6= fm′ causing multiple minima in the SI term, and consequently in the cost function. Thus one
has to find solution in order to cope with this identifiability issue. It is important to note here that
the channel response for a particular user at the sub-carriers other than its non-zero sub-carriers does
not matter. We use sub-band hopping as an extension to null sub-carrier hopping in [1, 21] in order
to avoid ambiguity in CFO identifiability due to channel nulls and to achieve channel independent
performance.
Null sub-carrier hopping has been suggested in [21] to achieve channel independent performance
in OFDM. It makes the sub-carrier allocation matrix Tm dependent on the OFDMA symbol index
q. But, hopping in OFDMA is different from [21] because null sub-carrier hopping is not achieved by
hopping the location of the null sub-carrier within the sub-band; instead we keep the null sub-carrier
indices nk, same in each sub-band and hop the sub-band of each user. Sub-band hopping is also used
for our channel estimation algorithm as discussed in the next section. Specifically, we use a hopping
index nq = qd NLmax+1e dependent on the symbol index q which determines the circular shift in the
start of the sub-band of each user, where Lmax = maxm(Lm). Note that all the users must hop their
sub-bands by the same amount nq, because the BS receives the sum of transmitted signals from each
user and cannot un-hop them individually. So, elements in Imd(q), Imp(q) and Imn(q) become symbol
dependent and now contain elements mR+ d+nq, mR+np +nq and mR+nk +nq respectively. The











where DR̃(hm(q)) now contains the channel coefficients at the sub-carriers in Imd(q)
⋃
Imp(q), on its




N nq) is applied to the received signal y(q).
So, the un-hopped received signal becomes





















HTm where Tm is same as in (4.6). The net effect of this
hopping and un-hopping is that, the data sub-carriers for each OFDMA symbol of each user, are
affected by a different channel response on the DFT grid. Calculating the autocorrelation matrix of
un-hopped received signal, thus results in sort of averaging of channel response for each sub-carrier


















should be full rank in order to have channel independent
performance. We assume that the non-zero pilots and user’s data symbols are uncorrelated from each
other. Therefore, in order to have a full rank matrix Rxmxm , the number of symbols Q in (4.5) used to
estimate Rŷŷ should be greater than M . The channel frequency response of each user can have at most
Lm nulls on the DFT grid. Therefore, if Q ≥ max (M,Lmax + 1), E[DR̃(hm(q))RxmxmDR̃(hm(q))]
becomes full rank owing to the design of nq.
4.5 CFO compensation and channel estimation
One of the key features of our CFO estimation algorithm is that the CFO of each user is estimated
before performing the DFT at the BS. Therefore, CFO compensation for each user can also be applied
before DFT.
4.5.1 CFO compensation and MUI cancelation
The block diagram of the CFO compensation, channel estimation and data detection in shown in
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of decision directed MUI compensation scheme
which is followed by the extraction of m′th user’s sub-carriers after performing DFT, to obtain pre-
liminary estimate of m′th user’s received signal, i.e., Ŷm(q). However, the preliminary estimate of the














(fm−f̂m′ )(qNt+NCP )THm′FDN (fm − f̂m′)FHDN (hm)Tmxm(q) + v̂m(q).




In the above equation, the first part corresponds to the mth user’s signal while the second part
corresponds to the MUI. Note that if the CFO estimation is perfect, DN (fm′ − f̂m′) = IN and
ICI is completely eliminated but, fm − f̂m′ is non-zero for each m which leads to non-zero MUI. The
compensation of this MUI is necessary in order to obtain satisfactory channel estimation and detection
performance. We analyze the effect of imperfect CFO estimation in section 4.5.3. We use a two stage
DD MUI reconstruction scheme to cancel the effect of MUI. In the first stage, preliminary channel
estimation and data detection is carried out for each user using Ŷm(q) and the channel estimation
pilots to obtain ĥm(q) and x̂m(q). In the second stage, this preliminary channel and data information
is used to obtain an estimate of MUI for each user. This MUI estimate is then subtracted from Ŷm′(q)







(f̂m−f̂m′ )(qNt+NCP )THm′FDN (f̂m − f̂m′)FHTmDR̃(ĥm(q))x̂m(q),
Ȳm′(q) is then used to refine the channel estimates and to perform final data detection for each user.
The main advantage of using this scheme is that it can be applied to acquisition ranges larger then




Least Square (LS) channel estimation is performed using the non-zero pilots inserted in the transmitted
signal of each user in (4.2). At the BS, the pilot sub-carriers can be extracted from the compensated
received signal of each user in order to perform channel estimation. Here, for the ease of discussion,
we assume that we have perfect (MUI free) estimate Ym′(q) of each user’s received signal and use
it to perform channel estimation. In practice, preliminary channel estimation is carried out using
Ŷm′(q) and refined channel estimation uses Ȳm′(q) as discussed in section 4.5.1. The received pilot
sub-carriers zm′(q) for the q




= THm′pDR̃(hm′(q))xm′(q) + δm′(q),














Im′p = φ, T
H
m′pTm′d = 0 and T
H
m′pTm′p = IP , so
zm′(q) = DP (h́m′(q))pm′(q) + δm′(q).
where DP (h́m′(q)) contains the channel frequency response at the pilot sub-carriers. DP (h́m′(q)) is
symbol dependent due to hopping, which means that the each pilot sub-carrier m′R + np + nq in
consecutive symbols, samples the channel response hm′(m
′R + nk + nq) at a different point on the
DFT grid. If we collect S consecutive OFDMA symbols, such that SP > Lm + 1, we can perform LS
or linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) channel estimation for each user using the received
pilot symbols, as in [33,34].
4.5.3 Residual Phase Compensation
As CFO estimation cannot be perfect, there is always a residual CFO error associated with the
CFO estimation which appears as fm′ − f̂m′ in the compensated signal in (4.14). In SI part of
(4.14), DN (fm′ − f̂m′) can be approximated as an identity matrix for each symbol, provided the CFO
estimation is accurate enough but the ej
2π
N
(fm′−f̂m′ )(qNt+NCP ) phase component increases as the symbol
index increases and severely degrades the bit error rate (BER) performance if not compensated. In
order to compensate the effect of this residual CFO error and further improve the CFO estimation
performance, we use the non-zero channel estimation pilots to estimate this residual CFO error and
feed it back to the compensation block to improve the CFO estimate, as shown in the Figure 4.6.
Note that in (4.2), there are other phase components as well, corresponding to the interfering users.
However, if we place the non-zero pilots in the middle of the sub-band, like null sub-carriers, we can
ignore the effect of these phase components arising due to MUI. We use residual phase compensation
in both the preliminary and refined stage.
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where ẑm(q) = T
H
mpŶm′(q). As pm(q) contains the non-zero pilot sub-carriers known at the BS, we








for each symbol and compensate its effect from Ŷm′(q). Same residual phase estimation is carried out
through z̄m(q) to calculate θ̄(q) and applied to Ȳm′(q). In addition this residual phase θ̄(q) can be
used to estimate the residual CFO error as






which is fed back to the CFO estimation block as shown in Figure 4.6 to update the CFO estimate.
Simulation results will show that a significant performance improvement can be achieved through this
residual phase compensation and CFO error feedback.
4.6 Simulation Results
In this section, we show the performance evaluation of our algorithm and its comparison with the
existing approaches in the literature through Monte Carlo simulations. In these simulations we use,
N = 128, Mmax = 8, M = 4, NCP =
N
16 , K = 1, Q = 32, P = 1 and S = 8. The modulation scheme is
quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK). Each user’s channel is modeled as a Rayleigh fading channel
with exponential power delay profile and order Lm = L = 8. Two different null sub-carrier positions,
i.e., nk = 1 and nk =
R
2 have been used. Case 1 (performance of CFO estimation): We show the
effect of null sub-carrier position and sub-band hopping in Figure 4.7 which shows the MSE for CFO
estimation. Both with and without sub-band hopping cases have been considered. We also compare
the performance of our CFO estimation algorithm with [1]. It is clear from Figure 4.7 that sub-band
hopping has a significant effect on lowering the MSE and achieving channel independent performance.
The effect of null sub-carrier position is also significant. As nk =
R
2 is in the middle of the sub-band,
it suffers from lower MUI, and thus the MSE for nk =
R
2 is less than nk = 1 as well as [1], which shows
the superior performance of the proposed algorithm. MSE performance for any sub-carrier position is
eventually affected by MUI as the SNR increases but MSE for nk = 1 shows a higher error floor at
higher SNR as compared to nk =
R
2 . Note that our algorithm only uses 1 null sub-carrier per user for
CFO estimation while [1] uses the whole guard band (16 null sub-carriers for each user in this case) for
CFO estimation, and still our estimation method shows superior results for MSE as compared to [1].
Figure 4.8 shows the effect of increasing the fmax on MSE of CFO estimation. As the maximum
normalized CFO increases, the MUI on the null sub-carriers also increases. The effect of increasing
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparison of MSE of CFO estimation with Barbrossa et al. [1]
fmax is more pronounced on lower SNRs as shown in Figure 4.8 For SNR > 10 dB the effect of
increasing fmax is almost negligible.
Figure 4.9 shows the effect of residual CFO error feedback on the MSE of CFO estimation for
nk =
R
2 . The simulation results use only one iteration for the CFO error feedback. As obvious from
the Figure the error floor at higher SNRs is significantly improved by updating the CFO estimate based
on the CFO error feedback. The error floor can be further reduced by performing more iterations of
the CFO error feedback mechanism.
Case 3 (performance of CFO compensation): In Figure 4.10, we compare the performance of DD
MUI reconstruction and compensation with the CFO compensation algorithm of [2]. The performance
of the system is evaluated at three different normalized CFO values, i.e., 0.5, 1 and 1.5. As the value of
fmax increases, the performance of [2] degrades significantly while the degradation in the performance
of the DD MUI compensation is negligible. This is because the existing methods cannot support CFO
greater than 12 while the proposed DD MUI reconstruction and compensation method supports integer
as well as fractional offsets.
4.7 Conclusions
We presented a null sub-carrier based frequency estimation and compensation technique for OFDMA
uplink systems. The CFO of each user is estimated before DFT at the receiver by observing the
amount of interference at the pre-defined null sub-carrier positions. We investigated the identifiability
of the CFO estimation under the effect of MUI. In addition, we discussed the effect of null sub-carrier
position and MUI on the acquisition range of the CFO estimation algorithm. We proved that the
MUI does not affect the identifiability of CFO estimation under the supported CFO acquisition range.
Simulation results demonstrated the superior performance of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 4.8: Effect of increasing acquisition range
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Figure 4.9: MSE of CFO estimation with CFO error feedback
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Figure 4.10: BER comparison of DD MUI cancelation scheme with Cao et al. [2]
4.8 Appendix: Calculation of worst case curvature through Taylor
Series
For the worst case Interference scenario discussed in Section 4.4.3, fm−fo = ±(2fmax− 12) and fo = fm′ .
We represent the normalized MUI and SI in (4.12), by Taylor series about their own extreme point
denoted by am, where,
am′ = 2π{fm′ − fo + ∆r}|fo=fm′ = 2π(∆r).
for the SI term. For the MUI term, when nk <
R
2 , fmax =
nk
2 , and









for k ≥ R2 .













































+ higher order terms.
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Similarly the second derivative of the SI term at its minimum is calculated through Taylor series
about its extreme point am′ . The curvature of the worst case normalized MUI and SI is given by
absolute value of their second derivative at their respective extreme points. Note that all the higher















































































































for R > 2. Here used the fact that csc(x) ≈ 1x for small x. Similar result is obtained for nk ≥
R
2 . On


















for R > 2. Hence it is proved that the curvature of MUI term is always less than the curvature of




Network Modulation: An Algebraic
Approach to Enhancing Mesh Network
Persistence
Large-scale distributed systems such as sensor networks usually experience dynamic topology
changes, data losses, and node failures in various catastrophic or emergent environments. As such,
maintaining data persistence in a scalable fashion has become critical and essential for such systems.
The existing major efforts such as coding, routing, and traditional modulation all have their own
limitations. In this work, we propose a novel network modulation (NeMo) approach to significantly
improve the data persistence when OFDM is adopted. Built on algebraic number theory, NeMo oper-
ates at the level of modulated symbols (so called “modulation over modulation”). Its core notion is to
mix data at intermediate network nodes and meanwhile guarantee the symbol recovery at the sink(s)
without pre-storing or waiting for other symbols. We also propose subcarrier grouping techniques to
enhance the error performance in the presence of fading and additive noises.
5.1 Introduction
Today large-scale distributed systems are routinely deployed for many computing, detection, commu-
nication, and monitoring tasks. These systems are comprised of a large number of spatially distributed
autonomous devices. It is very common for these systems to incur data losses and node outages. Also
because of nodes’ random placement, network topology is unknown and the sink location(s) may be
unknown. Owing to all of these network uncertainties, how to safely and soundly deliver the data to
the sink(s) – data persistence – becomes challenging and critical.
There are two major issues which have to be considered and resolved for enhancing data persistence
in a large-scale distributed system. One is how to deliver the existing data to the sink(s) as soon as
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possible. This is an important metric to evaluate the performance of an algorithm targeting data
persistence. Routing data to the sink(s) with the minimal transmission overhead (e.g., delay) is a
straightforward solution to this issue. However, existing routing protocols such as [35–41] do not
work appropriately due to lack of topology information, or they have to pay high communication
and storage overhead when nodes are required to initiate data reading and transmission immediately
without learning the network topology. The dynamics of network topology and unexpected node
failures make things even worse.
The other issue is concerned with how to “back-up” data in the network so that if one node suddenly
fails, its data can still survive in other places of the network. One natural approach is to adopt
coding techniques. Recently, different coding techniques have been proposed (e.g., [42–47]) to increase
data persistence. They show great improvement relative to the no coding case. However, there still
exist several unsolved problems. For example, some coding techniques require the sink to collect
enough packets to decode the next coded packet (see e.g. [48]). This causes extra delay and decoding
complexity at the sink and may be impractical for some applications with strict timeliness requirement
such as sensor networks for catastrophe monitoring.
In this chapter, we propose a novel approach that is referred to as network modulation (NeMo).
NeMo is based on algebraic number theory to enhance data persistence. This approach adopts an
algebraic way to “combine” symbols which increases the information in a symbol while still guarantee-
ing the decodability at the sink. The core notion of NeMo is to mix the data at intermediate network
nodes while allowing the sink to decode without pre-stored symbols.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We formulate the problem and describe the
network setting in Section 6.3. Section 5.3 introduces the basics of NeMo and the modulation and
demodulation steps. We propose subcarrier grouping techniques for OFDM systems to improve the
error performance at the sink in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5 evaluates the performance of NeMo.
Section 6.8 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Problem Statement
In this section, for simplicity of illustration, we first present a description of a simple network model we
will use to describe the design of NeMo. Then, we define data persistence and formulate the problem
we attack in this work.
5.2.1 Network Description
Our network model consists of a large sensor network with N sensors/nodes and 1 sink. The network
is zero-configuration such that nodes only sense their neighbors with whom they can communicate
directly and do not know where the sink is. The network topology is random and can be altered.
Typically the majority of the nodes cannot communicate with the sink directly. In addition, we make
following assumptions:
• Each node takes only a single reading;
• All data packets have the same importance;
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x = f(s1, s2)
Figure 5.1: A two-node example
• All nodes have the same transmission range;
• Every node employs the same modulation technique and runs the same protocol;
• All nodes have half-duplex capability, i.e., transmitting and receiving at different time slots1.
The above assumptions construct a simple network model which is most appropriate to show the design
principles and facilitate the analysis. Most of the assumptions are also adopted in the literature (see
e.g. [40, 47,49,50]).
5.2.2 Problem Formulation
Data persistence is defined as the fraction of data generated within the system that eventually reaches
the sink [47]. Now let us use a simple example to illustrate what makes NeMo unique to enhance the
data persistence.
Example 1: Suppose that there are two nodes (Node 1 and Node 2) with two readings/symbols,
s1 and s2 for each. The network is two-hop from Node 1 to Node 2 and then to Sink (see Figure
5.1). The goal is to deliver both s1 and s2 to the sink. Without combining s1 and s2 at Node 2,
3 hops are needed. We can do it in two hops if Node 2 can transmit a combination of s1 and s2,
x = f(s1, s2), in one slot. One question is: Given two symbols, can we find an efficient approach to
combine them as one symbol by guaranteeing identifiability at the sink side? For example, for BPSK
modulated symbols s1 and s2, when simple “adding” x = s1 + s2 is applied, the possible values of x
(known as constellation) are shown in the right subfigure of Figure 5.2. The (s1, s2) pair to generate
x is depicted under the corresponding point of x. From the figure, it is ready to see that the unique
recovery of original readings is not guaranteed. For example, if x = 0, the sink does not know which
pair among (0, 0), (−1, 1) and (1,−1) was sent from Node 1 and Node 2. However, if we “smartly”
combine s1 and s2 as x = s1 + e
jπ/4s2, the constellation of x is shown in the left subfigure of Figure
5.2. From the figure, we can see that one unique x is designated to every pair of s1 and s2. That
means when the sink receives x, it can easily recover the original two symbols s1 and s2. This shows
that if we combine two symbols “smartly”, symbol recovery is guaranteed.
Mathematically, we formulate the problem as follows. Suppose that s1 is the local symbol at a
node and s2 is a symbol newly received at the node. After linear combination, the symbol transmitted
1 [47] assumes full-duplex capacity. However, we believe half-duplex is more practical in the context. Our scheme

















Figure 5.2: Constellation at the sink in a two-node example
from this node to another node or sink is
x = λ(θ1s1 + θ2s2),
where λ is the power normalizer, and θ1 and θ2 are two coefficients which are specified by modulation






where θ = [θ1 ... θd] and s = [s1 ... sd]. The remaining question is how to choose {θn} so that {sn} can
be uniquely recovered from x. This may look like an ill-posed problem – given one equation, how can
one solve two or more unknowns? The key is that {sn} are not real or complex numbers, but belong
to some lattice (e.g. all QAM symbols belong to complex Gaussian integer lattice). By appropriately
choosing {θn}, it can be guaranteed that {sn} will be uniquely identified from x. We give the detailed
design in the following sections.
5.3 Design of NeMo
In this section, we briefly introduce algebraic number theory and describe our NeMo design based on
the theory.
5.3.1 Terminology and Notation
In the following, we summarize some terminologies and corresponding notations which will be used in
the rest of this chapter.
• Symbol: We adopt sk’s to denote the originally modulated symbols (before nodes exchange infor-
mation), e.g., M -ary QAM. We call them an OM symbols. Multiple OM symbols can be modulated
by NeMo into another symbol xk called an NM symbol.
• Degree of an NM symbol: The degree of an NM symbol x is the number of OM symbols employed
to generate this symbol and is denoted as d.
• Maximum degree of an NM symbol: Due to computational power and memory size constraints, the
degree of NM symbols is usually upper bounded. The maximum degree allowed is denoted as dmax.
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Table 5.1: Design of α = ej2πq/P
D 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
P 8 9 16 25 36 49 32 18 50
• Degree of a modulator: It is defined as the length of the vector θ as in (5.1) from which the
coefficients θn’s are drawn and is denoted as D.
5.3.2 Algebraic Number Theory for NeMo
Before we pursue the detailed modulation scheme, we need to introduce some basics of algebraic
number theory which will be used to design NeMo.
Euler numbers: Given an integer P , the Euler number φ(P ) of P is the cardinality of the set
{q : gcd(q, P ) = 1, q ∈ [1, P )}, where gcd stands for the greatest common divisor.
Two properties of Euler numbers are useful [51]:
P1) if P is prime, then φ(Pn) = Pn−1(P − 1);
P2) if P , Q are relatively prime, i.e., gcd(P,Q) = 1, then φ(P ·Q) = φ(P )φ(Q).
As we mentioned, the key point to design θ in (5.1) is to make sure that when the OM symbols
are linearly combined as an NM symbol, they can still be uniquely demodulated. There are different
ways to design θ. Here we are providing a systematic and general way based on algebraic number
theory. For a given number of OM symbols d, the design of θ has the following special structure
θ = [1 α ... αd−1], (5.2)
where α is a scalar which will be designed as follows. The general design of α only depends on the
modulator’s degree D. It does not depend on the original modulation size. For a given modulator
degree D, select an integer P which is a multiple of D and φ(P ) = 2mD, where m is a positive integer.
The generators α (and thus θ in (5.2)) can be designed as
α = ej2πq/P , (5.3)
where q is selected from [1, P/D) such that gcd(q, P ) = 1, and j =
√
−1. In the following, we provide
one example to illustrate the design of α:
Example 2: If D = 2k, k ∈ N ∪ {0}, then we can select P = 2k+2 = 4D, and the Euler number
φ(P ) = 2D (c.f. property P2)). We can choose q = 1 such that gcd(q, P ) = 1. Hence, α = ej2π/P .
Note that the choice of α is not unique. Different α choices for the same size D may provide different
performance in physical layer (see e.g. [51]), but all of them achieve the same symbol identifiability.
In Table 5.1, we list the design of α with some commonly used values of D. Although the choice of q
is non-unique, in the following, we adopt the universal choice for all D, i.e., q = 1.
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5.3.3 The Basics of NeMo
Now we are ready to go into the design of NeMo. Note that, for simplicity we assume that time
is divided into rounds as in [47]. In each round, a pair of nodes completes a packet exchange if no
collision happens. The basic procedure works as follows.
• (Initialization) Every node has one packet ready if any.
• (Exchange) In each round, each node transmits its packet with probability p.
a) If a node decides to transmit the packet, it will randomly select a neighbor to forward the packet.
The selected neighbor will receive the packet if it does not transmit in the meanwhile (recall that we
assume half-duplex channel.). Otherwise the packet is dropped and the rest of the round becomes
idle. Collision may also happen if a node is chosen for exchange by more than one neighboring
nodes at the beginning of a round.
b) Those nodes which successfully received packets will forward their stored packets back to the
corresponding nodes to complete an exchange round.
The above procedure works iteratively and after some rounds the full data persistence will be achieved
at the sink. Next we will describe how to modulate and process incoming packets in detail.
5.3.4 Network Modulation and Demodulation for OFDM Systems
We adopt OFDM systems with K subcarriers for the network model described in Section 5.2.1. When
a node decides to exchange packets, it modulates K NM symbols from m OM symbols stored in its
memory and assigns each NM symbol to one subcarrier. If the number of OM symbols stored in the
node’s memory m is less than K, OM symbols are not modulated and the node assigns each OM
symbol to one of the available subcarriers. Otherwise, the node modulates m OM symbols into K NM
symbols as shown in the next example.
Example 3: If K = 16 and the number of stored OM symbols is m = 35, then 3 subcarriers are
assigned 3 OM symbols each and the rest 13 subcarriers are assigned 2 OM symbols each so that the
number of OM symbols assigned is as evenly distributed as possible across subcarriers. The modulator
θ with a modulator degree D ≥ 3 is adopted to modulate OM symbols as
x = λθsT (5.4)
for each subcarrier, where s = [s1 ... sd] is a vector of assigned OM symbols. Thus, the node now has
K = 16 NM symbols modulated from m = 35 OM symbols.
For the demodulation, note that the demodulation complexity is determined by the degree of each
NM symbol d. Therefore, a non-sink node may not be able to afford demodulating NM symbols with
unbounded degrees and have to set a constraint on the maximal degree (denoted by dmax) of an NM
symbol by setting the modulator degree of θ in (5.4) to D = dmax. Since K NM symbols are exchanged
in a round, up to Kdmax OM symbols are exchanged in a round and it is denoted by T . As dmax
increases, more OM symbols can be exchanged in a round and we expect that data persistence will
be enhanced. However, the error performance at the sink will become worse since more OM symbols
are packed in one NM symbol, which reduces the Euclidean distance of constellation points. We will
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verify this in the simulations later.
After receiving K NM symbols after exchanging, a node demodulates each NM symbol (with
degrees, say, d) into d OM symbols by exhaustively searching over all possible d × 1 OM symbol
vectors. Due to the design of θ in Section 5.3.2, a d×1 OM symbol vector can be uniquely determined
for each NM symbol. After demodulating all K NM symbols, the node just stores demodulated OM
symbols into its memory if it is a sink node. For non-sink nodes, before explaining how to store
demodulated OM symbols, let us define an important concept – the effective degree of demodulated
OM symbols first. The set of OM symbols already stored in the node’s memory is denoted as X . The
effective degree of demodulated OM symbols, denoted by de, is defined as the number of OM symbols
that are not present in X . Suppose the effective degree of demodulated OM symbols is de and the
node has m (1 ≤ m ≤ T ) OM symbols stored. Then, the node stores demodulated OM symbols as
follows:
• If de = T , the node randomly replaces one OM symbol among the de OM symbols received with its
local reading. These T OM symbols will be saved in the memory and other symbols in the memory
will be discarded.
• If de < T and de+m > T , the node will randomly pick T −de−1 symbols from the m−1 non-local
OM symbols, and save them with the local reading and de newly received OM symbols. The other
OM symbols in the memory are discarded.
• Otherwise (de +m ≤ T ), the node just saves de +m OM symbols in the memory.
In any case, the node only stores up to T OM symbols in its memory.
In summary, the general rules for NeMo are: (i) giving the newly received OM symbols and local
reading higher priority to be stored and transmitted in the next round so that the new data has more
chances to be circulated as soon as possible; and (ii) discarding the old OM symbols in the memory
in order to limit space complexity.
5.4 Improving the Error Performance of NeMo with OFDM
In the presence of fading and additive noise, the error performance at the sink becomes worse as dmax
increases since more OM symbols are packed in an NM symbol. In this section, we propose to extend
a modulator θ to a modulator matrix Θ to generate a group of NM symbols instead of just one NM
symbol to improve the error performance. First, we will see how we can extend θ to a modulator
matrix Θ.
5.4.1 A Modulator Matrix Θ
As discussed in Section 5.3.2, for a given modulator degree D, the design of generators α (and thus
θ in (5.2)) is non-unique depending on the choice of q as shown in (5.3). Suppose α1, · · · , αD were
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Figure 5.3: Grouping OFDM subcarriers
generated with different values of q. Then, we can form a modulator matrix Θ as
Θ =

1 α1 · · · αD−11




1 αD · · · αD−1D
 , (5.5)
where θ can be obtained from by choosing one of the row vectors. From this modulator matrix Θ, we
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Note that, every xi has the same identifiability, i.e., we can uniquely decode s = [s1 ... sD] from each
of x = [x1 ... xD].
5.4.2 Subcarrier Grouping Techniques for OFDM Systems
Now we introduce subcarrier grouping techniques for OFDM systems to improve the error performance
at the sink. Suppose we have K subcarriers available. We divide K subcarriers into G groups such
that each group has M subcarriers. For example, let K = 16, G = 4 and M = 4 (see Figure 5.3). The
same color represents the same group. Note that, this is a subband assignment scheme but any carrier
assignment scheme can be applied. Xi is an NM symbol carried by i
th subcarrier and we assume i.i.d.
subcarrier channel gains. Then, how should we design {Xi}Ki=1 to improve the error performance at
the sink?
If a node decides to transmit, OM symbols stored in a memory are equally divided and assigned to
each group similarly as in Example 3. Note that the maximum number of OM symbols exchanged in
one round is denoted by T and thus each group is assigned up to T/G OM symbols. Next, the node
constructs a D ×D modulator matrix Θ (5.5), where D is set to T/G. Then, using this modulator
matrix, a set of M NM symbols are generated from the OM symbols assigned in the same group. We
give an example to illustrate this.
Example 4: Suppose K = 16, G = 4, M = 4 and T = 16. If a node has 10 OM symbols
{sn}10n=1 to transmit, it assigns OM symbols to each group as equally as possible like {s1, s2, s3} ∈ G1,


























where D = T/G = 4. Using this modulator, we obtain a set of NM symbols from the assigned OM
symbols for each group. The submatrix of Θ is used to modulate NM symbols. For example, if a








































The demodulation process is similar to that in Section 5.3.4. The difference is that the demodula-
tion here is performed on a per-group basis instead of on a per-subcarrier basis. The error performance
is enhanced due to the diversity collection at the receiver which is enabled by a modulator matrix
(see [51–53] for other applications). Note that Section 5.3.4 is a special case with M = 1.
5.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we adopt computer simulations to evaluate the performance of NeMo. The numerical
evaluation setup for our NeMo technique is described as follows. The network is generated by randomly
distributing N = 100 nodes in a 1×1 square area. One sink node is also randomly placed in the network
to collect the information but does not generate its own reading. The radius of the neighborhood for
each of these 101 nodes is R = 0.3. BPSK modulation is employed for OM symbols generated at each
node. The probability that each node transmits its packet at the beginning of each exchange round is
fixed as p = 0.5. Also, K = 16 subcarriers are available to each node.
Based on this network setup, we show the data persistence obtained by simulating our NeMo
with different dmax in Figure 5.4a. For larger dmax, the persistence curve increases faster since the
maximum number of OM symbols exchanged in a round (T = Kdmax) also increases. Note that
dmax = 1 corresponds to the no coding scheme. However, as discussed in Section 5.3.4, the error
performance at the sink becomes worse as T is increased since more OM symbols are packed in one
NM symbol, which reduces the Euclidean distances between constellation points. This is verified in
Figure 5.4b.
The subcarrier grouping techniques for NeMo are proposed in Section 5.4 to improve the error
performance at the sink. Here, we show the BER performance of NeMo with subcarrier grouping
techniques with different group size M for T = 16 and T = 32 in Figure 5.5. The larger the group
size M is, the more diversity is enabled by modulating/demodulating on a per-group basis. Thus, the
BER curve decays faster for large M .
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(a) Data persistence without subcarrier grouping for K = 16






















(b) BER at the sink without subcarrier grouping K = 16
Figure 5.4: NeMo without subcarrier grouping























Figure 5.5: BER performance with subcarrier grouping with different (T ,M)
Since the error rate is not negligible when the SNR is low, we define another performance metric,
called “successful data persistence”, to incorporate the effect of the error rate. It is defined as “the
fraction of ‘correct’ data that eventually reaches the sink”. We only consider correctly decoded OM
symbols when measuring data persistence. Now, we compare the successful data persistence for low
(10dB) and high (20dB) SNR settings in Figure 5.6a and Figure 5.6b, respectively. As we can see
in the figures, even though T is fixed, the successful data persistence depends on the group size M ,
especially when the SNR is low, since the BER depends on M as we have seen in Figure 5.5. Also, we
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Figure 5.6: Data persistence with subcarrier grouping for K = 16
observe that T = 16 curves outperform T = 32 curves in Figure 5.6a since as we have seen in Figure
5.4b, large T leads to the increased BER. When the SNR is high, the effect of changing M is becomes
small.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a new approach – network modulation (NeMo) to significantly
enhance data persistence for large-scale distributed systems with OFDM. Based on algebraic number
theory, NeMo mixes data at intermediate network nodes and meanwhile guarantees the symbol recovery
at the sink(s). Also, we have proposed subcarrier grouping techniques to enhance the error performance
at the sink. Simulation results verify our claims.
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Chapter 6
Tracking Low-Precision Clocks with
Time-Varying Drifts Using Kalman
Filtering
Clock synchronization is essential for a large number of applications ranging from wired network
measurements to data fusion in sensor networks. Earlier techniques are either limited to undesirable
accuracy or rely on specific hardware characteristics that may not be available for certain systems.
In this work, we examine the clock synchronization problem in networks where nodes lack the high
accuracy oscillators or programmable network interfaces some previous protocols depend on. This
chapter derives a general model for clock offset and skew and demonstrates its applicability to real
clock oscillators. We design an efficient algorithm based on this model to achieve high synchronization
accuracy. This algorithm applies the Kalman filter to track the clock offset and skew. We demonstrate
the performance advantages of our schemes through extensive simulations and real clock oscillator
measurements. Furthermore, we propose a skew estimation technique without exchanging timestamps
and corroborate it through simulations.
6.1 Introduction
The availability of an accurately synchronized clock enables and enhances a wide range of applications
in distributed environments that facilitate pervasive computing and communications. For example,
Internet measurements, which rely on either passively monitoring network events (e.g., packet loss)
or actively probing network conditions (e.g., end-to-end delay and loss rate), implicitly require a
common notion of time among all participating measurement points. Another example lies in Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs). Sensor network applications need a common notion of time for precise
data integration and sensor reading fusion. Clock synchronization is also essential in network and
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communications protocols such as TDMA medium access scheduling, power mode energy saving, and
scheduling for directional antenna reception.
Many clock synchronization techniques for the Internet have been proposed over the past few
decades, among which the most popular and widely used is Network Time Protocol (NTP). The
development and evolution of NTP are described in Mills’ classic chapters [54,55]. Several techniques
[56–59] have been proposed to improve its synchronization accuracy when NTP is not able to satisfy
the requirements of demanding applications. Additionally, in applications that do not require real-
time synchronization, several other techniques are proposed to estimate and remove clock offset and
skew offline in captured data sets such as a packet delay trace [60,61].
In the Internet, each node is either a router or a host which is wired to a constant power source and
has one or more stable and powerful CPU’s. In contrast, some other networks have only very limited
resources such as scarce energy, unstable processors, and unreliable and low communication bandwidth.
WSN is a representative example of this type of networks. In a WSN, the vast majority of sensors are
battery-powered so that a desirable clock synchronization scheme must preserve energy to prolong the
battery life. Pottie et al. [62] shows that transmitting 1 bit over 100 meters requires 3 joules, which
can be used for executing 3 million instructions. Therefore a successful clock synchronization scheme
must minimize the amount of message exchange and at the same time maintain high synchronization
accuracy. Scarcity of power on sensor nodes however is not the only resource constraint. Due to its
small size and low cost, the clock readings in a sensor are derived from oscillators with only limited
stability (due to phase noise, thermal noise, aging, etc). Consequently, clocks on sensors are easily
affected by temperature variations, vibration and interference and can significantly deviate from the
reference sources [?, 63]. The situation could become even worse under catastrophic conditions such
as earthquake, battlefield, and forrest fire. All these affect the clock drifting rates and make the clock
drift nonlinear and time-varying.
Many clock synchronization techniques, including Network Time Protocol (NTP) [54, 55] require
to exchange timestamps among nodes for clock synchronization [64–66]. In most practical systems,
timestamps are put in the header/payload of a message, which means that only finite bits can be
allocated for synchronization purpose. While the small number of bits allocated to timestamps raises
communication bandwidth efficiency, the resulting timestamp could deviate significantly from the
original real value and degrade the synchronization performance. At the same time, transmitting a long
sequence also reduces the energy efficiency. Therefore, a clock synchronization scheme in WSNs needs
to minimize the amount of message exchange and while maintaining high synchronization accuracy.
In this work, we design clock estimation and synchronization techniques that work on low precision
oscillators with time-varying drift rates.
First, we decompose the clock uncertainty into multiple independent components and use these
components to construct general models for a real clock. The proposed models are also general enough
to subsume the existing models. Additionally, we introduce techniques to determine the number of
parameters of the models.
Second, a Kalman filter is designed to track the clock uncertainty based on the aforementioned
models. In fact, most of the prior protocols fail when the clock has some time-varying drift rate
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performance. We model the random drift of the clock using Kalman filter which tracks the variation
of the clock drift and thus enhances the synchronization performance.
Third, we measure two low-cost oscillators and then apply Occam’s razor principle on the measured
data to derive the clock model. It shows that Kalman filtering design tracks the real clock drifting
well.
Fourth, we further evaluate the clock model and the tracking method by considering missing or
corrupt observations which can be occurred in unreliable links. Interestingly, we find that thanks to
the success track of our model, the Kalman filter based clock tracking method is not only robust to
missing data but also matched well with least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) to
detect the corrupt data.
Fifth, we propose a clock skew estimation technique without transmitting timestamps, which are
still able to achieve desirable synchronization with minimal communication bandwidth.
Note that our clock synchronization scheme establishes local clock models and a Kalman filter
based tracking algorithm, which does not require any particular message exchange mode. Therefore,
our scheme can be easily adapted into both receiver-to-receiver [64, 67–69] and sender-to-receiver
modes [65,66,70–73].
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We first summarize the related work in Section 6.2.
Section 6.3 describes the autoregressive models we develop for low-precision clocks. In Section 6.4 we
present and analyze our algorithms to track clock skew and offset. In Section 6.5, we demonstrate our
tracking method with the real measurements. We examine the clock tracking performance in systems
with missing or corrupt observations in Section 6.6. In Section ??, a clock skew estimation method
is suggested and the performance is compared with existing methods. We conclude the chapter in
Section 6.8.
6.2 Related Work
Clock synchronization mechanisms ensure that physically dispersed processors have a common knowl-
edge of time. This topic is well studied in wired networks such as the global Internet. The most
common and widely used mechanism is NTP [54, 55], which uses NTP packets containing timestamp
information exchanged between NTP server and the host across a network to perform time synchro-
nization. NTP is designed to provide clock offset accuracy bounded by the round-trip time (RTT)
between the server and the client.
However, NTP provides insufficient accuracy and robustness for many demanding applications.
A few techniques have been proposed to improve measurement accuracy or clock stability. In [56]
the synchronization is offloaded into a programmable network interface card. This card would au-
tonomously perform synchronization by sending periodic messages and perform timestamping when
packets arrive. In [57, 58], the methods of using a clock based on the more accurate CPU oscillator
were proposed. This method relies on the high reliability of the processor oscillator and the availability
of a TimeStamp Counter (TSC) register. The Precision Time Protocol [59] was drafted into the IEEE
1588 standard for synchronization of network measurement and control systems. It uses a specially
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designed network infrastructure to achieve high synchronization accuracy. Unfortunately, all these
techniques may not be effective for low-cost devices.
Since some passive network monitoring tasks do not require real-time synchronization, a few algo-
rithms have emerged for synchronizing data captures. In [60] a linear-programming based algorithm
for estimating and removing the skew and offset of a data set was proposed. Convex hulls were used
in [61] to estimate the clock skew and offset within a dataset. This was shown to perform better than
the linear regression methods, but suffers increased computational complexity. All these algorithms
are offline, which means they deal with the saved measurement data such as network packet delay
traces instead of online synchronizing the clock.
Most of existing methods synchronize a sender with a receiver by transmitting the current clock
values as timestamps [65, 66, 70–73]. In this regard, these methods are vulnerable to variance in
message delay between the sender and the receiver due to network delays and the involved workloads.
Some other methods [64, 67–69] perform receiver-to-receiver synchronization. These methods exploit
the property of the physical broadcast medium where any receivers one-hop away receive the same
message at approximately the same time. Such an approach reduces message delay variance due to
the reduced time-critical path which is the path of a message that contributes to non-deterministic
errors. Our proposed scheme is independent of the above synchronization modes. It can be easily
adapted into both modes as far as we obtain reasonably good parameter estimates.
Kalman filtering has been used in the context of clock synchronization [74–76] for packet-switched
networks. In [74] Kalman filter was used to model the packet jitter after shaping its characteristics by
low-pass prefiltering. [75] presents a Kalman filtering algorithm for end-to-end time synchronization.
This algorithm assumes the constant clock skew in a long term, which is not valid in most resource-
constrained networks, and relies on NTP to exchange timestamp information. [76] also assumes the
constant clock skew and relies on TSC register, found in Pentium class PC’s to count CPU cycles.
6.3 Clock Modeling
Network time synchronization at its simplest is not a difficult problem to understand. It is simply the
problem of setting two or more clocks with the same notion of time, and performing updates to ensure
this continues to occur. This problem becomes complicated however, when the characteristics of the
network and clocks themselves are considered. Information sent over a network is subject to random,
variable delays which add significant measurement noise to time measurements. Oscillators in clocks
suffer from skew, drift and jitter. All of these cause the clocks to progress somewhat erratically. In
this section, we carefully study these characteristics. Let us first demonstrate some important terms
used in this chapter. Then we show how to model the uncertainty of a clock.
6.3.1 Terminology
As we have mentioned, this work takes the unique viewpoint from physical (hardware) perspective
and addresses what causes clock drifting and how to model it.
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• Oscillator: An oscillator is an electronic circuit that produces a periodic electronic signal, often a
sinusoidal waveform. Oscillators are important in many different types of electronic equipment. For
example, a quartz watch uses a quartz oscillator to keep track of time. An AM radio transmitter
uses an oscillator to create the carrier wave for the station, and an AM radio receiver uses a special
form of oscillator called a resonator to tune to a station. There are oscillators in computers, sensors,
metal detectors and even stun guns.
• Phase Noise: Phase noise is a common type of noise existing in oscillators. An ideal oscillator
would generate a pure sinusoid waveform. However, because of time domain instabilities (e.g.,
“jitter”), the frequency generated cannot be restricted to a single sine. That means the phase
noise components spread the power of the signal to adjacent frequencies and the frequency domain
representation of the signal shows some rapid, short-term, random fluctuations in the phase.
• Clock: A clock is a device that measures time. It generally consists of a periodic component (e.g.,
an oscillator) and a counting component (e.g., a hardware register). Their combination determines
the resolution (i.e., the smallest measurable time unit), and accuracy.
• Clock Drift: Clock drift refers to some related phenomena where a clock does not run at the correct
speed compared to the actual time. The phase noise in oscillators is an important component of clock
drift. Because phase noise is random, the clock drift is also random. Clocks often drift differently
depending on their oscillator quality, the exact power they get from the battery, temperature,
pressure, humidity, age and so on. Thus the same clock could have different clock drift rates at
different occasions. Usually the instantaneous clock drift rate is called clock skew and the time
difference with the actual time is called clock offset. Their formal definitions follow.
6.3.2 Clock Offset Modeling
A clock is merely the combination of an oscillator and a counter. The characteristics of the oscillator
and the counter define the clock’s behavior. The starting values of the counters control the initial
relative offset between clocks. The frequency of the oscillator controls the rate that the clock advances.
Since it is impossible to create oscillators that oscillate at exactly the same rate, every clock advances
at a different rate in real world. Considering all these factors, we define and model the clock offset
next.
Continuous-Time General Clock Model
The time reported by a clock at some ideal time t is written as C(t). We will write CA(t) as the time
given by clock A at time t. The difference between the time of an ideal clock and a given clock is said
to be the offset, θ(t), which is defined as:
θ(t) = C(t)− t.
The relative offset from node B to node A, θBA(t), is defined as:
θBA(t) = CA(t)− CB(t) = θA(t)− θB(t).
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The oscillator in a clock produces periodic pulses. The difference between the rate these pulses are




≈ θ(t+ τ)− θ(t)
τ
. (6.1)
The skew of a clock is the slope of the change in offset compared to the ideal clock. The slope of the
relative offset θBA(t) is relative skew α
B
A(t). This is defined as:
αBA(t) = αA(t)− αB(t).
If the oscillator were perfectly stable, the slope of θ(t) would reflect a constant skew α. However,
this is not the case, especially in low-cost devices. Oscillators do not produce perfectly periodic pulses.
The oscillator’s nonlinearity and the phase noise alter the pulse period, making the clock rate time-
varying [77]. Additionally, physical effects such as temperature and age can change the oscillator
frequency. For the remainder of the chapter, we assume the reference node has a perfect clock (i.e.,
zero offset and skew) so that all the offset and skew notations lack the subscripts without loss of
generality. It is straightforward to adapt all of derivations into the relative sense when the reference
node deviates from the actual time.
Having a complete understanding of clock drift, we decompose its variations into three independent
components: the instantaneous clock skew α(t), the initial clock offset θ0, and the random measurement




α(τ) dτ + θ0 + w(t). (6.2)
This model is quite general and subsumes all those existing simpler clock models. For example, if
the clock skew α(t) does not change along with time t, the model in (6.2) reduces to the simple skew
model in [57].
Discrete-Time Clock Model
After sampling, the continuous-time model becomes discrete-time model. In most cases a discrete clock
model is desirable since the synchronization is typically achieved by timestamped message exchange.
The timestamps are nothing but discrete samples of the continuous time. Based on (6.2), the discrete-




α[k]τ [k] + θ0 + w[n], (6.3)
where k is the sample index, “[·]” is adopted for discrete indexing, τ [k] is the sampling period at the
kth sample.
Here note that our discrete-time model is also quite general. It covers not only uniform sampling,
but also non-uniform sampling (by choosing different τ [k]). Since w[n] is mainly caused by the obser-
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vation and measurement noise, it is reasonable to assume w[n]’s are independently distributed with
variance σ2w. The variance of w[n] depends on the time-critical path [64]. In general, the time-critical
path in a sender-to-receiver synchronization consists of four factors [78]: i) the time for message con-
struction and sender’s system overhead, ii) the time to access the transmit channel, iii) propagation
delay, and iv) the time spent by the receiver to process the message. In contrast, a receiver-to-receiver
synchronization is only impacted by iii) and iv) and hence has smaller variance. In either case, the
variance value can be estimated using samples.
We can rewrite this model using a recursive form as:
θ[n] = θ[n− 1] + α[n]τ [n] + v[n], (6.4)
where v[n] = w[n]− w[n− 1]. Clearly, v[n] is a random variable with mean 0 and variance σ2v = 2σ2w.
This is not surprising since (6.4) is the differential form of the observation equation for the clock,
and differential forms are well-known to double the noise variance. If the observation noise w[n] has
non-zero mean, because of the differential format in (6.4), it is not difficult to verify that v[n] still has
zero mean.
6.3.3 Clock Skew Modeling
When using the recursive model in (6.4), to synchronize the clock, we need to estimate the clock skew
α[n] which is also time-varying in this chapter. Before we establish the clock skew model, we look at
two extreme cases of clock skew.
Case i (constant skew): Suppose the clock skew α[n] is constant as in [57,60]. From (6.4), since θ[k]’s
are known for k = 1, . . . , n, if the sampling period τ [k]’s are also known, the optimal clock skew
estimator (in terms of mean-square error (MSE)) is
α̂[n] =
∑n




Case ii (independent skew): If the clock skew α[n] changes completely from one sample to another,





These two cases are simple, but neither of them is practical. Most of the existing schemes are based
on these two simple cases without considering any statistical and time-series model of the clock skew.
Because of the phase noise of oscillator, the clock skew has certain randomness, but is not completely
independent for each sample. Fig. 6.1 is an example of the real clock skew behaviors in resource-
constrained networks. It shows the skews of the two clocks used in a low-powered micro-controller
platform, which are 32.768kHz and 16MHz. We examined the clock skews using the platform in
a temperature controlled room over 1.5 months. The variation of skews is observable over small
timescales and it is clear that the constant skew model fails over hour timescale even in air controlled
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Figure 6.1: Measurement of Time-Varying Clock Skews
environments. It is expected that the skews would vary severely in the real environment such as lack
of energy, large temperature variation. Therefore we need a model which can reflect a time-varying
characteristic instead of the two models in (6.5) and (6.6). In the following, we give a model for the
random clock skew starting from the phase noise.
Phase noise in oscillators has different representations. Here we consider a simple way to model
it through jitter. It is natural to think of it as a noisy random offset in the timing of events. If the
unperturbed oscillator output is s(t), the jitter perturbed output is s(t + φ(t)/2πfo), where φ(t) is




and thus causes clocks to have random offset and skew [?]. In general, phase
noise is not stationary but only cyclostationary.
To model the time-varying clock skew as a random process, we assume clock skew is a random
process with zero mean and a small perturbation around the mean. This assumption has been observed
by some previous works (e.g., [57]) which adopt constant skew. Here we assume the smoothness (order
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of auto-regression (AR) model) of the clock skew is P , which is more general than the previous




ciα[n− i] + η[n], (6.7)
where ci’s are AR coefficients, η[n] is model noise with zero mean and σ
2
η variance. Usually we
model η[n] as Gaussian noise because in general, the phase noise derivative ∆φ(t) is unbounded,
but the frequency drift is focused within a certain range (which is usually specified by the oscillator
manufacturer)1. This model is general and practical. It subsumes the two extreme cases in (6.5) and
(6.6) as special cases. It also quantifies the drifting of the clock frequency, captures the main variation
of the skew and also takes into account the randomness.
To apply this model, the parameters ci’s need to be determined. There are two ways to estimate
ci’s. One is to estimate these coefficients based on the statistical properties of α[n]. Define the auto-
correlation function of α(t) as rα(τ) = E{α(t)α(t + τ)}, and then the AR(P ) coefficients ci’s can be












It is clear that as time goes on, the auto-correlation of the clock skews becomes weaker. In [80], the






where ν denotes the normalizer to model different decaying rates, and ρ is a positive number close
to 1. Here in this chapter, we also adopt this exponential decaying model for the autocorrelation
function. To estimate the parameters ci’s of AR(P ) model, we need to estimate the auto-correlation
function and variance of α[n]. Given the clock observations θ[n] in (6.3), one can obtain samples of
the clock skew α[n]’s using an independent skew model in (6.6). Thus, the autocorrelation rα(τ0) and
the variance can be estimated using sample means. Once we obtain the auto-correlation, we can find
its parameters by setting ν = τ0 and solving for ρ. Then we can use this auto-correlation to estimate
ci’s for the desired sampling period τ . Theoretically α(t) is non-stationary, and thus coefficients ci’s
may change along with time. However, ci’s change quite slowly relative to the clock offset and thus
we can still take them as quasi-stationary.
The other way is to use some training data. Suppose that we collect T observations where T > P




 α[P ] ... α[1]α[P+1] ... α[2]. . .. . .
. . .










1Note that this assumption is not required for the derivation of the following Kalman filter.
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Let z, Z, c and η denote the four column vectors/matrix in (6.10) for simplicity. Then performing
QR-decomposition on Z, we obtain an upper-triangular matrix R. We can rewrite (6.10) as Rc = d
where d = QT z (Q is an orthogonal matrix). Rc = d is solved by backward substitution. In this way,
given a model order P , we can find the AR coefficients in (6.10) using least squares approach.
6.3.4 Information Criteria for Model Order Selection
To model the time-varying clock skews as AR processes, the selection of model order P in (6.7) is an
important step. As the model order increases, the model becomes more accurate to the measurements;
however, if model order is too high, there may be other kinds of problems such as increasing complexity
while the fitting performance does not improve any more. Following principle of Occam’s razor, we
adopt information criteria to select a proper model order.
The widely adopted information criterion is Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [81]. When using
finite dimensional AR models, the AIC provides an asymptotically efficient solution under quadratic
loss function to select the best fit to the data. AIC finds an appropriate order of a model. It uses a
maximum likelihood function of the model while adding a modeling penalty function which is a term
to represent complexity generated as a modeling order increases. The modeling penalty function in
AIC is the number of estimate parameters in the model (see [81–84]). AIC is defined as:
AIC(P ) = −2(maximized log likelihood of the model)+ 2(the number of estimated parameters in the model).
(6.11)
It can be simplified to (6.12) [81]:
AIC(P ) = T log(2πσ̂2P ) + 2P, (6.12)










with ĉi denoting the estimate of the coefficients from (6.8) or (6.10).
Another often used information criterion is called Minimum Description Length (MDL). This
criterion also consists of the maximized log-likelihood function as AIC, and uses (logT )P as a penalty
function shown as:
MDL(P ) = T log(2πσ̂2P ) + (log T )P. (6.14)
By multiplying P by logT in the penalty function, the penalty term becomes larger as the number of
observations increases. It says that MDL tries to find the smaller number of parameters compared to
AIC when having large number of observations.
The third information criterion is AICc which is modified based on AIC in (6.12) and gives a better
modeling order when the number of samples is small. AIC may perform poorly when the number of
parameters in the model under consideration is a substantial fraction of the sample size. AICc adds
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2P (P+1)
T−P−1 to AIC when a sample size is small as:




T − P − 1
P. (6.15)
The optimal order of AR processes can be decided when the results of these information criteria are
minimized. Using this optimal order and the estimates of AR parameters, the time-varying clock skew
model in (6.7) is generated.
Given the recursive observation model in (6.4) and the AR model in (6.7), we are finally prepared
to construct Kalman filter as a frame work to track the variation of the clock skew and synchronize the
clocks. In the following section, we will introduce how to apply Kalman filter for time synchronization.
6.4 Clock Skew and Offset Tracking
Ideally, it is possible that clock behaviors are estimated accurately if an exact model is derived.
However, in real world, clocks are affected by environmental factors such as temperature variations,
vibration and humidity. Moreover, resource-constrained networks, for example, WSNs usually consist
of inexpensive devices which have unstable oscillators, vulnerable to interferences. Noise, which is
generated by environmental interferences, is added to clock information as observation noise when clock
reading and distorts clock information. This prevents even an exact clock model from tracking clock
behaviors exactly. Hence, preprocessing is necessary to approximate the original clock information
when noisy observation is delivered. In this section, we design Kalman filters to track the time-varying
clock skew and offset based on the proposed clock skew and clock offset models.
6.4.1 Skew and Offset Estimation with a Kalman Filter
Suppose that the sampling rate is fixed, i.e., uniform sampling with τ [n] = τ0. The sampling period τ0
is known and the coefficients ci’s of the AR(P ) model in (6.7) is estimated. Let θ̃[n] denote the true
clock offset (i.e., θ̃[n] =
∑n
k=1 α[k]τ [k] + θ0). It is clear that θ̃[n] = θ̃[n − 1] + α[n]τ0. We can define
an extended state equation as:
x[n] = Ax[n− 1] + u[n], (6.16)
where x[n] = [ θ̃[n] α[n] . . . α[n−P+1] ]T ,
A =

1 τ0 0 ... 0
0 ĉ1 ĉ2 ... ĉP
0 1 0 ... 0
0 0 1 ... 0
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
0 0 0 ... 0











where A is a (P + 1)× (P + 1) transition matrix and u[n] is a (P + 1)× 1 driving noise vector. The
observation equation is defined as:
θ[n] = θ̃[n] + v[n] = bTx[n] + v[n], (6.17)
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Figure 6.2: Example: Tracking Clock Offset
where bT = [ 1 0 ... 0 ], which is a 1 × (P + 1) vector, and v[n] is observation noise. In this case, the
Kalman filter design is summarized as follows (cf. [85, Chp. 13]).
Update :x̂[n] = Ax̂[n− 1]
+G[n](θ[n]−bTAx̂[n− 1]) (6.18)
MSE :Σ[n] = AM [n− 1]AT +Cu (6.19)
M [n] = (I −G[n]bT )Σ[n] (6.20)






where Σ[n] is the prediction MSE of the estimate when the current observation is not considered,
Ax̂[n− 1]. x̂[n] is the estimate of the offset and skew state at the nth sample, M [n] is the minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) of the estimate, and G[n] is the so-called Kalman gain. σ2v is the obser-
vation noise variance, and Cu is the covariance matrix of u[n] when σ
2
η is the variance of the driving












where E{·} denotes the statistical expectation, and ᾱ[n] is a P × 1 vector consisting of α[n]. σ2α is the
variance of α[n], and IP is a P × P identity matrix. Since Kalman filter does not strongly depend on
the initial conditions, the statistical mean and variance can be replaced by sample mean and sample
variance. For example, α̂[0] can be initialized as (θ[1]− θ[0])/τ0.
An example profile of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.2. The observation noise variance is
σ2v = 10
−5 s2, and the parameter ρ in (6.9) is chosen as 1 − 2 · 10−6 with ν = 1 hour. For simplicity,

















































































































(b) Σ∞ for θ
Figure 6.3: Example: Steady State Prediction MSEs
shows the offset estimated by our algorithm from (6.18) - (6.21) (“Estimated θ[n]”), the true offset θ̃[n]
(“True θ[n]”), and the offset from observation (“Observed θ[n]”). Note that even though the observed
offset is dominated by the observation noise, the Kalman filter is able to extract the true value with
only small deviations.
Fig. 6.3 shows the effects of sampling frequency and measurement noise. As shown in Fig. 6.3a,
while the sampling period τ0 increases, the MSE for the estimate of α[n] decreases. Initially, this claim
may sound counter-intuitive since one may think the faster the sampler is, the better the estimator
performs. However, increasing τ0 reduces the variance of the effective observation. If we take the
observation equation in (6.4) we can solve for α[n] and write:
α[n] =






where ṽ[n] = v[n]τ0 has variance
σ2v
τ20
. This ṽ[n] is the effective noise when used as an estimate of α[n].
This means the reduced MSE for larger sampling period is purely due to reduced effective observation
noise. Note from Fig. 6.3b that this decrease in MSE for α[n] does not appear to significantly affect
the offset estimate. The observation equation for offset θ in this model has noise with variance σ2v
which does not depend on τ0. From this it is clear why the MSE is relatively constant here.
6.5 Experiment and Model Validation
In this section, we verify the proposed clock models and the Kalman filtering method with measure-
ments of real low-cost clocks empirically, and show their performance.
6.5.1 Clock Skew and Offset Measurement
In order to ensure applicable results we use a low-powered micro-controller platform similar to that de-
ployed in sensor networks. Like the Mica2 mote [86], the device we tested uses an Atmel ATmega128L
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Figure 6.4: Model Order Selection
processor with a 32.768kHz crystal oscillator. Our hardware platform differs in that it uses a 16MHz
primary crystal oscillator to drive the processor instead of the 8MHz present on the Mica2 mote, and
lacks the RF interface.
The device was programmed to maintain two counters representing the time in 1/32768ths of a
second. One counter was driven by the 16MHz external crystal oscillator and the other counter was
driven by the external 32.768kHz crystal oscillator. The device was connected to a PC over an RS232
serial interface running at 38400 baud and was programmed to respond to timestamp queries. The
timestamp queries consisted of the PC sending a single byte as a synchronization point followed by a
4-byte timestamp. The device would then reply by sending a 4-byte timestamp for each of the counters
in response. Upon reception of the single byte, the device disables interrupts, copies the current time
value from both counters to temporary registers, enables interrupts, and transmits the timestamps a
byte at a time.
Timestamps were recorded on a 2.4GHz Athlon 64 Dual Core PC running Ubuntu 8.04. A program
was run on the PC to send timestamp requests and record the replies in a binary file. In order to reduce
latency on the PC, the program used the “mlockall” call, preventing the program from being swapped
to disk, to avoid paging delays and enabled real-time scheduling using the SCHED FIFO scheduler.
Additionally the serial port involved was set to low-latency mode using the setserial program. CPU
frequency scaling and NTP were disabled on the PC to eliminate their effects on measurements.
Time was estimated on the PC using the “gettimeofday” call and converting the time to 1/32768ths
of a second. The device was placed under direct sunlight in the room during the test to better simulate
outdoor environment of sensors. Timestamps were collected using this setup every second for over 1.5
months.
We calculate the skew between samples separated by several minutes over the entire dataset.
This is equivalent to applying a moving average filter of the same width to the skew calculated
from adjacent samples. This technique removes the effects of the quantization noise, but larger filter
widths will remove some dynamic components. The instantaneous offset θ[n] was obtained as θ[n] =
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(a) 32.768kHz Clock Skew
























(b) 16MHz Clock Skew
Figure 6.5: Comparison of an AR Model and Measurement of Clock Skew
tPC[n] − tdevice[n], where tPC[n] is the instantaneous time of PC and tdevice[n] is that from counters
of the device, every 900 seconds to reduce the effects of noise for our simulation. The skew α[n] was
obtained as α[n] = θ[n+1]−θ[n]tPC[n+1]−tPC[n] for the same interval as the offset. The measured results are shown
in Fig. 6.1. Over the course of the measurement, the skew was around 40ppm for the 32.768kHz clock
and around 70ppm for the 16MHz clock. Additionally the skews of both clocks vary as time and the
variation is as much as 3ppm over this course. Moreover, the accumulated offset was about 150(s) for
the 32.768kHz clock and about 250(s) for the 16MHz clock.
6.5.2 Model Order Selection and AR(P ) Model
Since our clock tracking method highly depends on the AR(P ) model, we first use the real measure-
ments to validate the AR(P ) model and select a reasonable model order P . To find an appropriate
order of an AR model for each clock skew, information criteria which are introduced in Section 6.3.4
are employed. Here we choose one-day data for model fitting, i.e., T = 96 samples based on the ob-
servation from Fig. 6.1. For each information criterion, we use the one day data to calculate a penalty
function to find a fitting order of the AR model. As Fig. 6.4 shows, the resulting values of AIC, MDL
and AICc have similar patterns. The optimum orders of model based AIC, MDL, and AICc are 8, 7,
and 8, respectively for 32.768kHz clock (see Fig. 6.4a) and 4 for 16MHz clock (see Fig. 6.4b). We also
observe that MDL criterion outperforms AIC and AICc by giving sharper cost functions.
Fig. 6.5 illustrates that the derived AR models match each clock behavior with the number of
parameters less than 5. We do not choose an optimum from information criteria as the model order
of the 32.768kHz clock. Since clock models in resource-limited networks need to be as less complex
as possible, we choose the order at which a downward tendency in the information criteria curves
decreases. The optimum from information criteria is employed as the model order for 16MHz clock.
The AR(5) model of the 32.768kHz is applied to a Kalman filter to show that the proposed method
tracks real clock behaviors in the following.
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6.5.3 Clock Skew and Offset Tracking
Here we estimate the real clock skews and offsets based on the Kalman filter approach developed in
Section 6.4 and evaluate our method in various cases.
Tracking Performance
Suppose that a sampling period τ0 is fixed as 900 seconds, which is a known value. The AR model
derived in Section 6.5.1 is used as a clock skew model. When θ̃[n] is the true clock offset and α[n] is
the true clock skew from the measurements (i.e., α[n] = θ̃[n]−θ̃[n−1]τ0 ), the state equation is defined as
(6.16), where x[n] = [ θ̃[n] α[n] α[n−1] α[n−2] α[n−3] α[n−4] ]T ,
A =
 1 τ0 0 0 0 00 ĉ1 ĉ2 ĉ3 ĉ4 ĉ50 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0






where ĉi’s are the estimates of AR coefficients. The observation equation is defined as (6.17), where
bT = [ 1 0 0 0 0 0 ] and θ[n] is the observation of the clock offset and v[n] is an observation noise which
represents any kinds of uncertainties including network delay and measurement errors which can be
added to the true data when the clock offset is observed.
With these conditions, we design Kalman filter as (6.18) - (6.21) where x̂[n] is the estimate of
x[n] and Σ[n] is the prediction MSE of the estimate when the current observation is not considered,
Ax̂[n − 1]. Cu is the covariance matrix of u[n] when η[n] is the modeling error and its variance is
3.91502 · 10−15(s2) (calculated based on the measurement as in (6.13)). The recursion of the Kalman












where ᾱ[1]T = [ α[1] α[1] α[1] α[1] α[1] ], σ2v is the variance of the measurement noise of clock offsets, and
σ2α is the variance of clock skew, α[n], which is 1.29446·10−13(s2). The estimates of AR coefficients,
which are components of A, are obtained from (6.10).
Fig. 6.6 illustrates that the estimated clock skews are close to the true clock skews even when
observed skews are fluctuating due to noise. Here we can see that Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of clock
offset is set to -20dB by setting the standard deviation of observation noise of clock offset, σv, as
3 · 10−4(s). Even though the variances of clock skews induced by the observation noise of clock offsets
are much greater than the variance of the true clock skews, the designed Kalman filter tracks clock
skews well. This means the derived skew model is accurate to track the real measured clock which is
unstable and time-varying.
To validate our Kalman filtering method, more simulations are conducted and the prediction MSE
is used as a performance metric for evaluation. First, we analyze the effects of the varying sampling
rate on clock estimation performance. Since clock synchronization consumes resources such as power,
hardware and processing time, even though our approach is simple, some resource-constrained networks
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Figure 6.7: MSEs for Various Sampling Rates
need to synchronize clocks infrequently to conserve their resources. Fig. 6.7 depicts the performance
of estimating clock skews and clock offsets as synchronization period varies. The simulation was
continued for 800 synchronization periods with several different sampling periods and these curves
represent the prediction MSEs of skew and offset every 4 samples. The MSE of the skew in Fig. 6.7a
becomes smaller when sampling rate is lower. This is because that longer sampling period cannot
capture the small and fast variations of the skew and thus the modeling error is smaller. This can
also be explained by the calculation of skew from the offset observations as α[n] = θ[n]−θ[n−1]τ0 . When
τ0 is large, the noise variance in observed clock skew is reduced to
σ2v
τ20
. For the offset in Fig. 6.7b, the
MSEs change little, around 10−7.3(s2), even as sampling period varies. It means the performance of
tracking offset hardly diminish when sampling period becomes longer. Fig. 6.7 also shows that both
the MSEs of clock skews and offsets converge to steady state after several samples. As the sampling
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(a) Skew MSE vs. Sampling Periods











































(b) Offset MSE vs. Sampling Periods









































































































Figure 6.9: MSEs for Various Observation Noise Variances
period τ0 increases, the prediction MSE approaches a certain level in fewer samples. However, since
greater τ0 implies a larger sampling period, it actually has longer convergence time. The performance
shown is only at sampling instants, where new data has just arrived, rather than at arbitrary time
instants. The performance will therefore be better than the true time-averaged performance.
Fig. 6.8a and Fig. 6.8b further clarify the relation between sampling rate and MSEs as showing
the steady state MSEs. The simulations were run 200 times and averaged for each point. The skew
MSE lessens as sampling rate decreases while the offset MSE is nearly same. Both of them are
strongly influenced by observation noise variance than sampling period. In both cases, when standard
deviation of observation noise becomes ten times greater, MSEs increase almost ten times. This result
is compatible with the previous section (see Fig. 6.3). It shows an example which uses the simple
AR(1) model of the clock skew. We have shown that our modeling and tracking methods are quite
robust to different sampling rates.
As the variance of observation noise increases, the prediction MSEs of the clock skew and the clock
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AR(5) Skew Model 1.2395 ∗ 10−14 4.5397 ∗ 10−8
AR(1) Skew Model 1.7641 ∗ 10−14 6.7588 ∗ 10−8
Constant Skew Model 8.2979 ∗ 10−14 4.3721 ∗ 10−3
offset increase and the MSE curves become stable as time goes on as shown in Fig. 6.9a and Fig. 6.9b.
To obtain MSE curves, the tracking algorithm was run for 800 synchronization periods with several
different noise variances. MSEs of the estimated clock skews, α̂[n], are less than 10−12([s/s]2) even
when σv is as high as 0.03(s), and those of the estimated clock offsets, θ̂[n], are less than 10
−4(s2) at
the same condition. Even if the variance of observation noise is extremely high, the prediction MSE
of our Kalman filter curves converge in several samples.
Comparison
In this section, to evaluate our clock models, we borrow two other skew models and compare them.
Simulation was run 200 times for 4000 synchronization periods when τ0 is 900(s) and σv is 3 · 10−4(s).













First, an AR(1) skew model is generated and used as a skew model instead of the AR(5) model
while (6.4) is used as the offset model as before. MSEs are calculated with the result to track the
varying clock skew and offset using our method with the newly generated clock skew model. As shown
in Table 6.1, both of the skew MSE and the offset MSE are higher than those with the AR(5) skew
model which is the clock skew model with the optimal number of order by information criteria. This
explains that to derive the model of varying skews using the optimal order enhances the tracking
performance.
Another skew model for performance comparison is a constant skew model in (6.5). When the
clock skew is constant, the clock offset represents as a linear model. MSEs in Table 6.1 are calculated
with a constant skew and a linearly increasing offset. Both MSEs are greater than those of the AR(1)
and AR(5) model. Especially the offset MSE is 105 times worse compared to that of AR(1) and
AR(5). This shows the importance to use a time-varying model for low-precision clock skews. Since
observation noise is not added for simulations of a constant skew model while σv is 3 · 10−4(s) for
simulations of AR(1) and AR(5), performance of a constant skew model will be worse if observation
noise is considered. Constant skew model is not suitable for varying skews.
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(a) Uniform Missing Data































(b) Consecutive Missing Data
Figure 6.10: Tracking Clock Skew with Missing Data
6.6 Tracking with Corrupted Data
In sensor networks, the links are unreliable and interfered and packets which contain timestamps may
get lost or collided. In this case, the received timestamps are not uniform and/or corrupted. That
causes missing and corrupted data. In this section, we show our tracking method with corrupted data.
6.6.1 Tracking with Missing Data
We test the tracking performance with three types of missing data: (i) uniform loss; (ii) consecutive
loss; and (iii) random loss. Again Kalman filter in Section 6.4 is adopted and set the same as in
Section 6.5.3.
When missing data, observation is not updated and stays the same value as the previous one.
Since we do not have a new observation, we can not estimate clock skew and clock offset using the
introduced Kalman filtering method. However, the previous estimates instead of observation facilitate
to find new estimates of clock skew and offset. Fig. 6.10a shows the tracking performance of the clock
skew when one out of every five observations is dropped. Vertical dot lines indicate the points of
missing data. Clock skew and clock offset can still be tracked closely with true clock skews based on
the AR model derived in Section 6.5.1 when the clock information is absent.
Next, let us suppose packets do not arrive at destination node for a while due to a mechanical
problem of devices, or channel congestion. Fig. 6.10b shows an example of tracking clock skew when
six consecutive data are missing. Even if several consecutive data packets are missing, the proposed
method follows the true skew closely. Since the observation is not updated, clock skew and offset are
tracked only with estimates based on the model during the missing period. The estimated skew is close
to the true skew even for consecutive missing. However, the gap between the estimate of clock skew
and the true skew becomes larger as data missing lasts. It means our approach tracks the unreliable
clock even when a system misses clock information for a while; however, if packets which include clock
information are missed consecutively for a long period, our method cannot track clocks. Because AR
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10% missing with tracking
20% missing with tracking
50% missing with tracking
10% missing without tracking
20% missing without tracking
50% missing without tracking
(a) Skew MSE with Random Missing Data






















10% missing with tracking
20% missing with tracking
50% missing with tracking
10% missing without tracking
20% missing without tracking
50% missing without tracking
(b) Offset MSE with Random Missing Data
Figure 6.11: MSEs with Random Missing Data
model is a statistical forecasting model in which future values are computed only on the basis of past
values of a time series data, our method can not make reasonable estimates without valid previous
data. Therefore, the tracking performance may decrease significantly when packet losses sequentially
occur for a long period.
To test randomly missing data, MSEs of each sample which are calculated by (6.23) and (6.24)
are used instead of prediction MSEs in Kalman filter. Here we assume that every packet has the same
probability to be lost (i.e., the network packet loss rate) and every event is independent. The simulation
was continued for 100 synchronization periods and averaged over 200 runs when the sampling period
is 900 seconds and the standard deviation of observation noise of clock offset is set to 3 · 10−4(s).
We compare tracking performance of two methods. The first method used here is a “with tracking”
method which is applied in the previous two missing cases. This method estimates clock skew and offset
using the clock models and tracks them if no available observation. The other method is a “without
tracking” method. Since this method does not process anything when observation does not exist, the
estimates are not updated as a result and follow the previous estimates. By comparing with “without
tracking” method, it is proved that our “with tracking” method is powerful in unstable networks. In
Fig. 6.11, we plot the skew MSEs with different packet loss rates (10%, 20%, and 50%) using a “with
tracking” method which tracks the clock skew and offset as finding their estimates with an AR process
when the current data packet is not available. In the same figure, we also plot the “without tracking”
cases which mean that the estimate keeps the same value as the previous sample when data missing.
Both methods have performance degradation compared to MSE curves when no-missing. However, the
“with tracking” method is robust to missing data compared with the “without tracking” method. The
“without tracking” method has a significant performance degradation as depicted in Fig. 6.11. When
loss rate is 20%, both MSEs of the “without tracking” method are higher as 104 times than the “with
tracking” method. Even if we use the “without tracking” method, Kalman filter may not converge
when 50% data are missing and thus the performance degrades. What we observe are: (i) as packet
loss rate increases, the tracking performance gets worse, but our tracking method is fairly robust to
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missing data; and (ii) performance with tracking always outperforms the one without tracking.
6.6.2 Tracking with Dirty Data
In networks, anomaly may happen everywhere any time. In this case, received data can be corrupted
by other data packets, channel noise, or jamming. Our tracking method facilitates detecting corrupted
data, combined with LASSO.
The corrupted data are called dirty data here and the model of the clock offset is redefined as:
θ[n] = θ̃[n] + v[n] + ξ[n], (6.25)
where v[n] is the Gaussian observation noise which usually has small variance and ξ[n] is dirty com-
ponent which has very large value once it happens.
• Threshold based method
Dirty data can be detected by a threshold based method and the removal of dirty data processes as
follows:
(i) compute measurement noise; v̂[n] = θ[n]− θ̂[n]
(ii) compute |v̂[n]|σv and compare with a pre-defined threshold; we determine it as dirty data when
the value is greater than the threshold.
(iii) set θ[n] = θ̂[n] when the data is dirty.
(iv) repeat every synchronization period.
This method is intuitive, however, naive to detect dirty data.
• LASSO (Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator)
Dirty data are seldom happened. Hence it can be solved as a constrained L0 norm minimization
problem [87].
minimize ‖ξ[n]‖0 subject to θ[n]− θ̂[n]− v[n] = ξ[n], (6.26)
where ‖·‖0 is the L0 norm. However, since L0 is not convex and is difficult to minimize, an approach
to approximate the L0 norm can be to replace the L0 norm with an L1 norm.
minimize ‖ξ[n]‖1 subject to θ[n]− θ̂[n]− v[n] = ξ[n], (6.27)
where ‖·‖1 is the L1 norm. (6.27) is equivalent to
minimize γ ‖ξ[n]‖1 +
∥∥∥θ[n]− θ̂[n]− v[n]− ξ[n]∥∥∥
1
, (6.28)
where γ ∈ [0, 1] represents the weight of the constraints θ[n]− θ̂[n]− v[n] = ξ[n].
To solve (6.27), we can apply LASSO method by adding a regularization term to a standard least
squares problem [88]. LASSO minimizes the residual error with a constraint term of L1 norm.
Assuming ψ[n] represents measurement noise and dirty part, i.e. ψ[n] = v[n] + ξ[n], this problem
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(a) Dirty Component (ξ)





(b) Estimated Dirty Data Position




























(c) Tracking of Clock Skew




∥∥∥θ̂[n] + ψ[n]− θ̃[n]∥∥∥2
2
+ λ ‖ψ[n]‖1 , (6.29)
where ‖·‖2 is the L2 norm, and λ ∈ [0,∞). Here, since every term has only one component, this
problem goes down to solve a quadratic equation of ψ[n]. By differentiating the quadratic equation,
we can find an estimate ψ̂[n] to satisfy (6.29). If the estimate ψ̂[n] is larger than three standard
deviations of measurement noise 3σv which accounts for 99.7%, this method determines that this
observation has dirty part, and regards the observation as dirty data. As removing detected dirty
data, this method avoids estimating clock behavior mistakenly. In this case, clock behaviors are
estimated from AR process instead of observation data, which is dirty, as if data are missing. Since
applying this process every samples, it is possible to decide if incoming sample is corrupted or not
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LASSO with 5% dirty data
LASSO with 1% dirty data
Kalman filter with 5% dirty data
Kalman filter with 1% dirty data
no dirty data
(a) Skew MSE with Dirty Data





























LASSO with 5% dirty data
LASSO with 1% dirty data
Kalman filter with 5% dirty data
Kalman filter with 1% dirty data
no dirty data
(b) Offset MSE with Dirty Data
Figure 6.13: MSEs with Dirty Data
and suitable for real-time synchronization.
Once a data is claimed as dirty, it is removed and treated as missing data. We assume the dirty
component is randomly injected. The simulation was continued for 100 synchronization periods
and averaged over 200 runs when a synchronization period is 900(s) and σv is 3 · 10−4(s). In the
case that dirty data are generated as in Fig. 6.12a, our method using LASSO detects the position
of dirty data exactly shown in Fig. 6.12b. We set λ as 0.01 for simulation. Our method discards
these dirty data and tracks the clock skews and offset as replacing them by estimates based on the
time-varying clock models as explained in Section 6.6.1. Fig. 6.12c represents that the estimates
follow the true clock skew when observations have extremely large positive or negative values which
are placed outside of this figure.
Fig. 6.13 presents the tracking performance when every data has 5% or 1% probability to be dirty
data. The above two curves are the MSEs when dirty observations are not detected and the next
two curves are those when dirty observations are detected and removed using LASSO, and the last
curve represents the MSEs when dirty observation does not exist as a reference. Without removal
of dirty data, the performance becomes much worse since the Kalman filter uses dirty data, which
are incorrect clock information as observation. However, our approach prevents from deceasing the
performance of tracking clocks by applying LASSO when the system has dirty data compared to the
case when there is no dirty data. This example shows that our tracking method to utilize LASSO
becomes robust to dirty data.
6.7 Clock Skew Estimation without Exchanging Timestamps
6.7.1 Main results
Suppose the are two nodes in one-hop distance. One of the nodes becomes a reference node, and the
other node estimates the relative skew to the reference node’s clock. We call the reference node as




Figure 6.14: One-way timestamp transmissions
clock as “clock B”. We suppose that both nodes share a common synchronization period ∆T using
their own clock measures. Clock A and clock B are assumed to have the same initial time, in other
words, they have the same offset at the beginning. Nodes can be set to have the same initial time
before spreading out nodes to the field. If nodes do not have the same initial time, the reference node
can transmit a timestamp once when starting clock synchronization process so that they can acquire
the same initial time.
All clocks behave differently even if they have the same initial offsets, since all oscillators are
random. The clock at each node is modeled as:
Ci(t) = αit+ θi, (6.30)
where i means A or B, θi is the clock offset, and αi is the skew of the ith clock relative to the absolute




The goal here is to estimate αAB or αBA through information exchange between two nodes.
Traditional skew estimation with timestamp exchanges
Here we calculate a relative skew using timestamps which have been widely adopted in [54,55,64–66].
For one-way synchronization methods, a reference node (node A) broadcasts timestamps periodically
or aperiodically to announce its time as shown in Figure 6.14. Node B receives node A’s timestamps





Due to random propagation delay, the estimate of a relative skew can not be accurate. Moreover, since
various factors make the oscillator nonlinear, the relative skew may be time-varying [79]. However, it
changes relatively slow and in most cases, it is treated as a fixed parameter. When the propagation
delay and/or the observation noise exist, least-squares or maximum-likelihood estimators can be de-
rived to enhance the performance [89]. The main challenge for the estimator in (6.31) is that CA(i)’s
are real numbers which cost bandwidth and power to transmit from node A to node B. The quantified
version of CA(i) degrades the performance.
2Different from some other chapters [60,79] where a relative skew is defined as αAB = αA − αB
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Node A Node B
Figure 6.15: One bit transmissions
Proposed skew estimation
Figure 6.15 shows the proposed transmission protocol. Node A periodically sends node B a one bit
signal, which can be embedded at the headers of multi-packet transmissions. Nodes A and B share
a common notion of ∆T , which can be, e.g., a packet duration. Node A monitors its own clock and
sends one bit to node B every ∆T seconds, and records the time instances. That does not mean that
the absolute time t has passed ∆T . Based on clock model in (6.30), we have
∆T = CA(i)− CA(i− 1) = αA∆t, (6.32)
where αA is the skew of clock A, and ∆t is the absolute time difference. Node B receives one bit after
propagation delay and records the receiving time instance CB(i) using its own clock. Again, based on
the clock model in (6.30), at node B, we have
∆TB(i) = CB(i)− CB(i− 1) = αB∆t+ τp, (6.33)
where αB is the skew of clock B, and τp is random propagation delay difference. Since ∆T is known




+ τp = αBA∆T + τp. (6.34)





When multiple one-bit signals are transmitted, multiple time instances have been recorded at node B.












where N is the total number of observations. Note that to derive (6.36), we assume node A measures
∆T with no error in (6.32). However, this may not be practical. When noise exists in (6.32), we have
∆T = CA(i)− CA(i− 1) = αA∆t+ ηA, (6.37)




(∆T − ηA) + τp = αBA∆T − αBAηA + τp. (6.38)





respectively. The equivalent noise nBA = −αBAηA + τp is also Gaussian distributed with zero mean






η. Note that the noise variance depends on the unknown parameter αBA.
For simplicity, we consider two observations at node B and drop the index i. Since nBA is Gaussian,











(∆TB − αBA∆T )2, (6.39)
where we drop some constant terms which do not depend on αBA. By setting the derivative of L(αBA)
over αBA to be zero, we obtain
σ2nσ
2
ηαBA + (αBA∆T −∆TB)σ2n − αBAσ2η(∆TB − αBA∆T )2 = 0. (6.40)
Note that (6.40) is a third-order polynomial of αBA and the root (i.e., the estimate of αBA) can be
found in closed form from [90]. This protocol can be extended to multiple nodes, more than two
nodes in hierarchical multi-hop networks. Clocks of all nodes in a network finally will converge to the
reference node’s clock. The detailed performance analysis including Cramer-Rao-Bound (CRB) will
be included in the full chapter.
6.7.2 Numerical Results
All oscillators have error. They may have a little bit different frequency from the originally intended
when they are manufactured. Furthermore, the oscillating frequency is influenced by its age, supply
voltage, power, and lots of environmental factors. This frequency error causes clock drift. Since an
oscillator always behave erratically, clock skew is not 1 as mentioned in [57, 91]. We assume that
nodes A and B flow at different speeds (αA = 0.97, αB = 1.00). Along the proposed protocol, node
A transmits a one bit signal every synchronization period (∆T=10). Node B receives one bit after
propagation delay and estimates a relative skew αBA.
• case 1 (no observation noise at node A): Figure 6.16 compares three MSEs of popularly used
timestamping method, the proposed protocol in 6.7.1 and timestamp based skew estimation in
6.7.1. Simulations are iterated as 50 times, and the propagation delay difference τp is randomly
generated. Figure 6.16a shows MSEs regarding σ2τ when ∆T = 10 seconds, and N=2. The proposed
protocol brings better performance than timestamping method when σ2τ is less than 1. Figure 6.16b
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(a) MSE vs. noise variance




















(b) MSE vs. time
Figure 6.16: MSEs without observation noise at node A





























































(a) MSE vs. noise variance




















(b) MSE vs. time
Figure 6.17: MSEs with observation noise at node A
illustrates the performance of time when ∆T = 10 seconds and σ2τ is 10
−3. The three MSE curves
converge as time goes on. The proposed protocol has higher error than timestamp based skew
estimation method, however, it has smaller error than timestamping method.
• case 2 (observation noise at node A): Figure 6.17 represents the performance considering that
the observation noise exists at node A. Simulations are iterated as 100 times. The propagation
delay difference τp and observation noise at node A ηA are randomly generated with zero mean.
Figure 6.17a shows MSEs regarding observation noise variance at node A when σ2τ = 10
−3, ∆T = 10
seconds, and N=2. Only with two transmissions, the proposed protocol performs better than times-
tamping method when σ2η is less than 10
−3 in both case of σ2τ = 10
−1 and σ2τ = 10
−3. Figure 6.17b
depicts MSEs when σ2τ = 10
−3 and σ2η = 10
−3. All these three methods have higher MSE than
those in Figure 6.16b due to the observation noise at node A.
In MSE comparisons, the timestamp based skew estimation method performs better than the
proposed protocol. However, the proposed protocol consumes less transmission energy and bandwidth,
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and lower complexity, since it uses only one bit signal for synchronization. These simulations show
that the proposed protocol is comparable to timestamping method.
6.8 Conclusion
Efficient and accurate network time synchronization is a challenging problem in resource-constrained
networks. Considering the inherent instability of the inexpensive oscillators, we show to derive the
general models to capture the time-varying behavior of clock offset and skew. Then, applying these
models we explain clock skew and offset tracking method based on the Kalman filter. This tracking
method is analyzed in detail and evaluated with measurement of real low-cost clock behaviors. We
demonstrate that our tracking method is robust to unreliable observations. Lastly, we develop an
energy-efficient clock synchronization protocol without exchanging timestamps. We show that this
technique performs better than timestamping method through simulations.
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